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Letter from the Editor

As a child, I grew up in a small city in India.
Windows and doors in most Indian homes are not
air-tight like most homes in Europe or America.
So, rain, wind, cold or solar warmth made their
way into the indoors quite naturally.

In the rainy season, we lived by the dampening
sounds of the pouring rains and the roar of
thunder. On cool winter mornings, the sun
warmed our bodies inside out. During the hot
season, wide open windows brought in morning
songs of birds to gently wake us.

The hot and dry summers made the landscape
turn brown. On those lazy summer afternoons,
mango, banyan, neem or tamarind trees provided
us cool spots to sit under. We bathed twice a day
with fresh water from an open well to cool off.

We walked or used a bicycle to get around
in the city; railways and buses provided long
distance transportation. We depended on natural
light whenever possible. No central heating or air
conditioning! I remember our monthly electric use
was under 20 kwh! (Do you know how much
electricity you use in a month?)

Yes, even though we lived in the city, we ate
fresh vegetables bought almost daily from the
fanners market. No frozen or canned fruits or
vegetables! Whole grains, lentils and beans, fresh
tropical fruits and fresh milk delivered daily by the
milkman nourished us... Our day-to-day life was
in close contact with nature.

Now as I live here in the Unit-
ed States, I can't help but com
pare how we used to live to the
lifestyle in the Western world.
Here everything is push-button;
life is fast paced. Airplanes, cars,
power lawnmowers, TVs, VCRs,
air-conditioners, computers... We
feel lost during power outages.
We are losing our connection
with the natural world.

And, the lifestyle of the devel
oping world is changing rapidly
also. My hometown has grown
more than five-fold in the last
three decades. Gone are the
trees and parks that dotted the
cityscape. Sky-scrapers,
shopping centers and parking
lots have replaced them. Dust,
smoke and noise from motorized

traffic fills the air. Villagers migrate to the cities in
search of jobs. New urban sprawls choke the cities
everywhere with increased traffic.

The developing world aspires to live by the
same technological progress and material wealth
that the western world has modelled for the rest
of the world.

Next time, when you go shopping, take a close
look at where things are made. China, Philippines,
Mexico, Ecuador, Japan, Hong Kong, Thailand...
Most people who make those articles for our use
can't even afford to buy them. Over 30% of the
people in the world do not have a livable home.

Imagine the ecological impact if everyone on
the planet wanted to live lavishly like most of us
in the US or Canada. It has been estimated that
we would then need the equivalent of three
planets like the Earth!

Skipping Stones believes that ever-increasing
material wealth is not the answer to human
happiness. When we are able to work on
developing ourselves to our highest potential, and
allow others to do the same, we'll receive respect,
friendship and love in return. Happiness and
meaning in our life will follow naturally, and our
desire for material possessions will decrease. If we
keep our home planet beautiful-ecologically-rich
and culturally-diverse-a healthy place to live for
everyone, we leave the doors to happiness open.

~rJo;y-~~
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,lT~:~· Vol. 7# 5. with its two-color cover
L~l'j~, ~ " is eye-catching and will perhaps
/;- - appeal,mo.re to younger re~ders...
L.! I personally love SkTpplllg Stones, find It useful,

heartfelt and the only publication of its kind. I
wish that it were in the hands of all teachers and

more available in libraries.
-Penny Cabot. Langley. Washington

A very interesting magazine, and we all love read
ing it. My students are learning English seriously
and reading Skipping Stones helps us to enrich our
vocabulary and to find pen pals. Thanks to you,
we've already gotten friends from many countries.

- Virginia Kanapinstiene, Kauno, Lithuania

I realize that your magazine has a special
purpose in my life. I'm so happy I got to know it.
Many thanks to you because I got in contact with
many peole of different races and grew to know
different traditions and people. Your magazine is
perfect for teens.

-Tandiwe Ngwenya, 15, Gweru, Zimbabwe

I am a middle school librarian in New Jersey. Our
state is very culturally diverse, (It's one of the top 7
locations for new immigrants to come to) and your
magazine has helped me several times over with
information and suggestions for lessons for the 6th
graders. We skipped a "Christmas" lesson this
year in favor of a "New Year" lesson. Everyone
celebrates "New Year" (even if it's only the start
of a new school year). The lesson was informative
and fun becuase it let the 6th graders play the game
Fukuwarai as described by Kyoko Takamatsu
Matsumoto in Vol. 7 #5. An earlier issue of yours
on building a hay-bale house inspired a lesson on
houses. Thank you so much for being so
interesting, informative, immediate, real and useful.

-Chris Wroblewski, Rutherford, New Jersey

We are wondering why Haiti was not identified
on the map in the latest focus article called Our
Latin American Friends. We know they speak
French in Haiti, but we also know that in Brazil the
language is Portugese, and it was included. We are
asking that you please don't forget the poor
people of Haiti.

-Mike Whitby, SOS Club, Rancocas Friends School, NJ

Dear Mike: You are right. We did exclude Haiti (and
some non-Spanish speaking nations in the Carribean like
laimaica &Trinidad) but only for lack ofspace. We surely
agree with you that we must not forget the poor people of
Haiti (or anywhere else for that matter). - Editors
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Blind in the Mountains of Tibet
I can't see, but I can still listen.

Listen to the wind, listen to its song,
Its song of love and joy,

As it blows through the trees.
I can listen to the birds sing the melody,

And hear the leaves as percussion.
When I listen, I can also hear the woodwinds.
They're down by the stream today,
And the flower forests are the strings.
I can listen to Nature's Orchestra,
When I listen hard enough.

But when I am in a different mood,
There is a different kind of listening.

If I listen hard enough,
And use my mind's eye,

I can paint beautiful pictures,
In my head.

The sound of the wind is my paint,
And my imagination my canvas.

If I use these tools wisely,
Then this is what I can create.

There is a scene in the mountains,
With a forest of Pines and Aspens.

The stars are beginning to wake.
The wind is a enormous blanket,
That kindly shares its warmth,
With the forest and its creatures.

As it sweeps across the land,
And it rushes through the trees,
It is whistling a beautiful song.

But to this song there are no words,
And it is always as if it needs none.

- Tiffiny Russell, 12, Fort Collins, CO, wrote



Skipping Stones Book Awards 1996
At Skipping Stones magazine, we believe that human societies

can flourish only if we are able to understand and respect each other
as equals and if our lifestyle is ecologically sustainable.

We created the Skipping Stones Book Awards in 1994 to
recognize outstanding books that help us reach this goal of a
multicultural and sustainable world for everyone.
For the 1996 awards, a multicultural committee of students, teachers,
librarians and Skipping Stones staff considered 100 books and
publications that were entered. After much reading and discussion,

we selected the following twelve books in the two categories-Nature
and Ecology and Multicultural Awareness. We were elated that so many

excellent books were published. A number of noteworthy books that
w~re ~ot chosen are being reviewed on the Bookshelf page in this issue and

upcommg Issues.
Together, the winners do an outstanding job of encouraging close relationships with nature and

promoting cultural diversity and intercultural understanding in the world. Read them, and you will
surely see why we chose to honor them. All the books have been reviewed by members of the
selection committee (see page 8).

So, here you have the Best Books of 1996!

Nature and Ecology Books

BYSUSAN E.OUiNl.AN

Cl11d Othcr
A1ysteries

.~ inN.ture

... Sweet Magnolia
.4i by Virginia Kroll,
* illustrated by

Laura Jacques
(Charlesbridge
Publishing, Inc.
85 Main Street,
Watertown, MA
02172). $14.95.
Ages 5 and up.

Six-year-old Denise travels from the city to
the Louisiana bayou region to sample life with
her grandmother, a wildlife rehabilitator and an
enthusiast of her native Cajun culture. During
her stay, Denise encounters frogs, alligators, deer,
a fox, magnolia blossoms, gumbo soup, a good
old-fashioned Cajun dance party, and an injured
little bird who provides her with a lesson in
selflessness.

Vibrant, realistic paintings give a wonderful
introduction to the flora and fauna of this
biologically rich area, and Denise's lively Mrican
American grandmother is a welcome role model.

- Rachel Clark
Teaches us to care for wildlife and

respect their need to be free and untamed.
-ANT.

The Case of the Mummified Pigs and Other
Mysteries in Nature by Susan E. Quinlan,
illustrated by Jennifer Owings Dewey (Boyds
Mills Press, 815 Church St., Honesdale, PA 18431).
$15.95. Ages 10 and up.

Why would a species of butterflies suddenly
become extinct when they had plenty of food?
Why would two practically identical islands
contain almost completely different forms of
marine life? And what role do insects really play
in the process of decaying? The answers to these

and many other
intriguing nature puzzles
can be found in The
Case of the Mummified
Pigs and Other
Mysteries in Nature.
This fascinating book
explains how actual
scientists and biologists
solved baffling mysteries
in nature through close
examination, research

and experiments. It is exciting reading and is
excellent for book reports.

-Jessica Hadaway Jobanele, 11, Eugene, Oregon

I find this book attractive, intelligently written
and respectful of its readers... -Azalea
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AU the Kingts Aninuds
Thl> Rl>turn of Endangered Wildlifl> to Swaziland

All the King's Animals: The Return of Endangered Wildlife to
Swaziland by Cristina Kessler (Boyds Mill). $17.95. Ages 10-15.

A real-life photographic account of how endangered animals
such as impalas, elephants, rinos, hippos and lions were successfully
reintroduced to Swaziland by Ted Reilly, a conservationist. At the
age of 22, he had to take over the management of the family farm.
He turned it into a wildlife sanctuary after realizing that the coun
try was almost completely depleted of wild animals! He worked
closely with the country's monarchy to bring back the animals.

tritthifitt'!~~l' As we turn the pages, we learn the history of Swaziland's
"It..",~..........~oti"t."~o/"""",,,, wildlife, why they disappeared and how the droughts, the poachers

and shoestring budgets made things harder for Ted. But persistence pays! The national symbol of
Swaziland, the majestic lion, has now returned. An inspiring true story! -Arun Toke

Multicultural And International Books
The Kids' Multicultural Cookbook: Food and Treasures 3: Stories and Art By Students in Japan
Fun Around the World by Deanna F. Cook, and Oregon, edited by Chris Weber, Japanese

illustrated by translations by Wayne Lammers and Clinton D.
Michael Kline Morrison (Oregon Students Writing and Art Foun-
(Williamson dation, 1826 SE 54th Avenue, Portland, OR 97215-
Publishing, Inc. 3334). $13.95. Ages 12 and up.
P.O. Box 185, Japanese edition is available.
Charlotte, VT An exceptional collection
05445). $12.95. of writings and art by students
Ages 5 and up. in Japan and Oregon that

Food- provides readers a personal
something glimpse of life and values of
people in every today's youth in the two

culture enjoy! This is a culinary tour of the world countries. Since the writers
for kids, with special pizzaz added in the form of and artists chosen respresent
interesting cultural facts, funny anecdotes, crafts a variety of national origins,
and photographs of kids all over the world cook- including new immigrants and
ing and baking and having fun in their own way. several refugees, the collection
Good safety tips and kitchen basics are included is especially touching and genuinely multicultural.
in the beginning, and each recipe is rated for diffi- With its wide range of human experiences that
culty. (Lots of very simple ones for younger kids, include best friends, death of loved ones, divorce,
plus some more involved recipes for older kids or as well as surviving war and overcoming cancer,
little ones with help). Sample Kid's favorites from the book is sure to touch you.
Thailand, Peru, Switzerland, Canada, Zimbabwe... Congratulations to all the contributors, student
Great for family fun. One of the best multicultural editors, and the director of this truely multicultural
activity books we've come across. -Rachel Clark project for ajob well done. -Arun Toke

The Streets Are Free by Kurusa, illustrated by Monika Doppert (Annick Press, 12 Patricia Ave.,
Willowdale, ONT, Canada, M2M 1H9 or Firefly Books, Inc., P.O. Box
1338, Ellicott Station, Buffalo, NY 14205). $7.95. Ages 5 and up.

Based on actual events that took place in the barrio of San Jose de la
Urbina in Caracas, Venezuela, this story is one of empowerment. It illus
trates the strength and hope of children who organize to see a playground
come to life because there is no place for them to play except in the
streets. The book raises environmental issues such as the consequences of
deforestation. It also challenges our political structures to allow room for
children's voices and needs. With creative, unrelenting characters, The
Streets Are Free is a realistic, hearty, not-to-be-missed read. A community
action inspiring story for people everywhere. -Rachel Johnson
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Pepita Talks Twice:
Pepita habla dos veces
by Ofelia D. Lachtman,
Illustrated by Alex

4' Pardo Delange (Pinata
Books/Arte Publico
Press, Univ. of Houston,
TX 77204-2090)
$14.95 Ages 7 and up.

Being bilingual is a
gift that is not always
fully appreciated. Such
is the case for young

Pepita, who speaks both English and Spanish
and is continually being called upon to bridge
the language gap between different members of
her school and community. Pepita becomes frus
trated with the demands made upon her, and she
decides to stop speaking Spanish. In her determi
nation to abandon her native language for Eng
lish, Pepita realizes how intricately language and
culture are interwoven. She finds out that Span
ish is more than just speaking twice; it is singing
at birthday parties, listening to her grandmother's
stories and being proud of her culture.

This is a sensitive story that effectively ad
dresses the feelings that many bilingual/bicultural
children have about their identity in modern
America. At a time when a wave of "English
Only" sentiment is permeating the U.S., Pepita
habla dos veces is an affirmation of the value of
speaking two languages and understanding
more than one culture. The bilingual text and the
culturally sensitive illustrations make this book
a beautiful celebration of cultural diversity.

-Dick Keis, ESL teacher, Independence, Oregon

The Christmas Menorahs: How a Town Fought
Hate by Janice Cohn, illustrated by Bill Farnsworth
(Albert Whitman and Co., 6340 Oakton St., Morton
Grove, IL 60053-2723). $16.95. Ages 6 and up.

Thank you Janice Cohn for all your work to
record this inspiring event which occurred in
Billings, Montana in 1993. A rock was thrown
through a window at a lit Menorah in a Jewish
family's home during their celebration of
Hanukkah. It was clearly an act of prejudice and
hatred, as happens all too often. But this
community stood together against bigotry and
violence. The victimized family spoke out
eloquently. The town's newspaper, clergy, teachers,

friends and strangers
encouraged one another
to put Menorahs in their
own windows to show
support for the family.
They were moved to
make a clear statement
that this town would
not let the deed go
unnoticed.

The legend that King
Christian of Denmark
wore a Star of David

after the Nazi occupation to diffuse the persecution
of Jews helped inspire the courageous response
of this community. In like manner, this touching,
unforgettable book will inspire generations to
come to speak out against hatred.

If I had a magic wand, I would wish this book
into every household.

-Hanna Still

The Tangerine Tree by Regina Hanson, illustrated by Harvey
Stevenson (Clarion Books, 215 Park Avenue South, New York, NY
10003). $14.95. Ages 5 and up.

This magical story, with soft, dreamlike illustrations, deals with the
real issues of economic hardship, immigration and the separation of
family. Wanting to provide a better life for his family in Jamaica, West
Indies, especially a good education for his children, Papa departs for
the United States. Knowing he will be gone for a long while, Ida, the
youngest child in the family, is especially heartbroken. Wanting to
leave Ida with hope of his return, he asks her to take care of the

tangerine tree for him. His parting gift to her is a thick Greek classic, promising her that by the time
she is able to read it, he should be coming home.

The bittersweet ending to this loving story, finds Ida and her mother nestled under the tangerine
tree where Ida is learning to sound out the words of the book-already determined to bring her
father home as soon as possible.

-Rachel Johnson
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-Hanna Still

One Day We Had To Run! by Sybella Wilkes
(The Millbrook Press, 2 Old New Milford Road,
Brookfield, CT 06804). $14.90. Grades 4 and up.

Here are the stories of hundreds of refugee
children in Africa-Sudan, Somalia and Ethiopia.
The children could not speak easily of their pain
and sorrow in not knowing if relatives were still
alive. At first they could not find words to tell of
the fighting, the constant fear, or having to leave
their homeland. They were shy of the white
stranger asking all these questions.

But when Sybella, a UN relief worker, asked
them to tell the folktales they knew, mixed in the
telling was the story of the child. Perhaps this is
how folktales really came into being-realities too
difficult to face mixed in with fantasies. The reality
page shows black and white photographs of the
child and
tells of the
misery of his
or her life.
The folktales
are all done
in brilliant
colors and
are the actu
al drawings
of the child.
They tell about fighting, running, lessons learned,
and death sometimes, but they also tell about
hope, laughter and joy. A very special book and
should be part of every library collection.

-Paulette Ansari, Librarian, Springfield, Oregon

Jllln'.L~'tit'n f,
~hcib HMj.n.kl

On the \\lings \',f Peace On the Wings ofPeace
.. \\',,,,,,.j "••"~,>""" .. "",,,,. by various authors and

,•.",""'y.,,,,,,".''''''''~''''''; illustrators. coordinated
by Sheila Hamanaka
(Clarion Books) $21.95.
Ages 11 and up.

-.~ On the Wings of Peace
'-", !&'%.'*' sends the message that

f.~\ we have done horrible
things in the past, and we
are doing horrible things
in the present, so let's put
our efforts into making
the future a nice place to

live. The book is a collection of 30 poems, stories,
etc. My favorte is the one in which a snake starts
to eat a frog, then a frog starts to eat the snake,
until they have eaten each other. "And in much the
same way, unless you give up war, and learn to live
together in peace, that also will happen to you."

Two things all of these stories have in common
are: they all illustrate the impact of war, and they
all promote peace. I think all the world leaders who
are having wars should read this book; it might
change their minds.

This book also includes directions for how to
make a paper crane. It is dedicated to the people
who died at Hiroshima and Nagasaki when the
United States used the atomic bombs.

A great book! It has wonderful illustrations.
My favorite is the one of a bunch of guns and
bombs in a trash can with a dove sitting on it.

-Heather Brule, 11, student, Eugene, Oregon

The Golden Goose King: A Tale Told By the Buddha by Judith Ernst (Parvardigar Press, 1906 Clear
water Lake Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27514). $19.95. Ages 6 and up.

Slowly I turn the pages. Incredibly exquisite Indian art is blended
with brief pargraphs of gentle, sensitively chosen words. Lingering
on the last page, I remain in silent awe.

A thought passes through my mind that many stories I have read
focus on visible events. The drama, miracle and power of The Golden
Goose King is that the plot lies in the purity of the inner soul.
Societies look for goodness and moral courage. This book offers us
the way towards the achievement of this longing.

This Jataka Tale opens up with a gifted simplicity that can touch
a child as well as speak to elders. Actions of thought, word and deed
are created by the spirit dwelling within. I commend this book to you as a rare find.

The A ward Selection Committee and Readers:

Students: Jessica Jobanek, Wendy Everett, Heather Divya Baudichon, Wilma Crowe, Twila Souers,
and Casey Brule, David Jacob-Strain, Elke and Eric and Tevina Benedict
Richers, Erica Benedict-Barta, and Nadirah Ansari Skipping Stones staff: Rachel Johnson, Rachel
Teachers, librarians, parents: Dick Keis, Nancy Clark, Esther Celis, Bidyut Das, Hanna Still, Azalea,
Albritton, Paulette Ansari, Nancy Bray, Cheri Brule, Mary Smucker, Kuni Arita, and Arun N. Toke
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The sun rose.
The birds sang.

The flowers opened.
It was the sigh of

Spring:
- Taryn Deane,

Purciville, Virginia

A bird
Goldenrod and

Blueish green feathers
Tapping quietly at my

window
Come in

- Colleen Curry,
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Spring Is in the Air

Spring \

~
Dewdrops, flowers and blue skies ~et

The snow blankets the Earth with a ~£
~ powerful disguise W

~ Robins humming a cheerful tune ~
Signs that spring will come very soon. .

A calm breeze enriches the fresh air,
As many animals bathe their young with care 0\
The grass turns green by early May ~
As blooming flowers are here to stay ~
9;. The winter snow is at its end

:::;:-t<- As the hot summer sun rounds the bend

£0 Many try to forget the wintry past
. Finally spring is here at last.

, Animals finish their long winter's rest *
Birds scurry to find materials for a nest
Bears emerge from hibernating in a den

~
once more, spring is here again

~ But the cycle continues as Earth ages ~
and grows: {/

Flowers, sun, leaves and snow
And the wonderful seasons that Earth brings ~{

Summer, fall, winter, spring.
-Becky Weldon, a student in Clinton, New York

Friendly Sunflower
Photo by Kusra Kapuler,
Corvallis, Oregon. Kus
ra's father, Dr. Alan Ka
puler, works on preserv
ing diversity of various

plant species in North America. For more information, contact: Seeds
of Change, 2385 SE Thompson St., Corvallis, OR 97333-1919 USA

I Am Thankful For...
Brother Freedom to keep love.
Mother Earth to make life.
Sister soil to grow crops to eat.
Father Rainforest for animals & nature.
Grandfather River to drink.
Grandmother Seed to grow flowers.

- Wayne Hwang, 9

Sister Moon for giving us peaceful
dreams in the night and Brother Sun

for giving us warmth and day.
Great Father Wind for the cool breeze

he blows upon us.
Twin Waters for giving us life.

-Sara Kemper, 9

Sister Tree for shade.
Father Rain for helping the crops grow.
Mother Wind that carries seeds that

will sprout and make food to eat.
Brother Stream that we can drink from

and catch fishes.
-Katie Falksen, 9

Sister Water for places to swim.
Father Snow for giving beauty.
Mother Earth for all Creations.
Brother Sun for heat and life.
Sister Land to grow crops.

- Maddie Mahon, 9

Sister Rock for giving us stone houses.
Aunt Bird for singing her song.
Brother tree for giving paper.
Father Hill for giving us a place to sled.
Uncle Water for giving us something to drink.

-Alison Flamm, 9

Mother Earth, she gave me life.
Father Sun, he gives me light.
Brother Tree, he gives me shelter.
Sister Waterfall, she gives me water.

-Naomi Erlewine, 9

Sister Herb for sweetening up the food
when it goes bad.

Mother Earth for giving us all the things
we need.

Sister Silk and Sister Cotton for thread.
Brother Buffalo for giving me beef jerky!
I am thankful for everything

(except mosquitoes)!
- Kristina Brown, 8

(All are students at Capitol Hill Elementary
School in Saint Paul, Minnesota.)
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The Garden
The next day,

the household to
which the garden
belonged erupted
into a state of total
chaos, with flies
buzzing every
where. At dinner
that night, there
was even a worm
in the spaghetti!

! Soon it became
<; clear that an exter

minator would
_ have to be called.
/ After the ex
n terminator came,

things seemed to
return to normal for three days. But on the fourth
day, termites were found in the woodwork, and a
grasshopper was sighted by the fireplace. Then it
was. discovered that caterpillars had been eating
the mdoor plants, and the curtains showed similar
signs of wear. Finally after a week of scratching
mosquito bites, a black widow was found in one
of the kid's rooms, and a wasp's nest was found
in the garage. An expert was called.

When the expert arrived, he made a thorough
search of the house and then sat down with the
family to learn more about the situation. After he
learned what type of fertilizer the family was
using, he concluded that this was the cause of the
problem. He then told the family about the effects
of the fertilizer and how it sometimes drove the
bugs from the garden. Upon hearing this new piece
of information, the family immediately started using
organic compost. From that day forward, there
were no more problems with the garden or with the
bugs, aside from occasional bee stings and
mosquito bites. Since that day, though it may just
be an illusion, the flowers in that particular garden
always seem to stand the straightest and bloom the
brightest out of all the ones in the neighborhood.

- Trenton Pologar, 12, Littleton, Colorado, Garden
illustration by Lynn Farmer, Livingston, Montana. Ant
and field mouse by German Nieto-Maquehue. Eugene.

Stomp, stomp, . ,'I

stomp, thunderous'~ '. ";1' ';, '\ .......!jl"steps shook the :~,;! (.-,: ~"-

ground! Then; (":~(
came the sound "~/'f4, ~

':t~.,.ffj,rof tiny fertilizer (:., ,I ) / :.

granule~ being .,!' J&i;~'&
poured Into a 4J ;1~:A
watering can, "~. :
followed by the l1 rfl;0
squeak of a spick- ~; >', ';',

et being turned
on. Upon hearing
these sounds, the
bugs of the gar
den emerged from
their hiding places
almost simultane
ously and awaited the rains that would bring
water for nourishment. As the "rains" came
down, the bugs in the garden drank as much as
possible. Violent convulsions and spasms went
through the bugs who had drunk the water.

From the remaining bugs who had not drunk
the ~ater, emer.gency units were formed to help
the sIck and dyIng. Red Cross units were made
consisting of ants and crickets. Spiders spun
stretchers out of silk as worms busily tunnelled
out underground hospitals.

The fastest of the flying messengers were
sent throughout the garden with warnings about
the water and pleas for help. As night came, the
garden was quiet as the victims of the fertilizer
p<;>ison slept. Red Cross ant nurses moved about,
stIll checking pulses and attending to injuries.

As the next day dawned, the number of
deaths increased steadily causing the garden
insect community great grief as many important
bugs died. That day, a council of war gathered
to discuss retaliation. Messengers were sent out
with the counter attack plans. The birds said that
they would go to the bathroom on the windows.
The squirrels said that they would run on the roof
of the house in which the owners of the garden
lived, making noise to keep the owners of the
garden awake at night. The field mice and owls
from a nearby creek also agreed to help. The field
mice would raid the pantry, and the owls would ,~. ,
keep the family awake all night. The snak~s ~-~-';~~i;~J~'"':":")
from the creek also agreed to help by curlIng _---- .."; .' ".'. -t,. '1:::.-;;;;-==:;;:o-..

d
,-..;: ,,~- y

up aroun the morning paper in order to try " '. ~~/ :.-" ",.
and scare whoever picked it up. -
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Far Out Fairy Tales
Nature Kingdom Stories by children in the Amur Region ofFar East Russia
It is a common wish ofparents all over the world that their children grow up kind, clever,

talented and with a better aptitiude to protect the Earth. In the Amur Region of Russia, the Amur
Regional Children's Library helps to instill enduring values and respect for the Earth in young
people by meeting with families, students and hospitals for children to introduce them to the
wonderful world of books.

In cooperation with the Amur Section Socio-Ecological Union, the Library has staged the first
regional ecological tale-telling contest in commemoration of the International Year of the Family.
The Nature Fairy Tales that follow hope to serve as a new step to friendship between the American
and Russian children, their first step to meet each other. It can also lay a brick in the construction
of a bridge of mutual understanding and creative cooperation between our nations.

-Igor Sakovitch

The Pumpkin
There was a Pumpkin. It grew up not in the

kitchen-garden, like the other vegetables, but
behind the fence in a waste plot. The Pumpkin was
big, of a bright yellow color. The other vegetables
looked at it with curiosity, but nobody would dare
speak to such an important person.

A little Cucumber was the boldest, because it
was growing up right near the fence. "I guess you
are pretty bored to live alone," said the Cucumber.
But the Pumpkin said nothing, did not even give a
glance.

At this time the Melons joined the conversation.
"We are very much alike and can be friends," they
said. "Not me," muttered the Pumpkin and closed
its eyes and fell asleep.

It was awakened by the cold rain. Looking
around, the Pumpkin realized that it had been left
alone. "That's strange, why nobody comes for
me." Suddenly it saw a Cow. "Hurrah! It's come
for me,"rejoiced the Pumpkin.

"You look so appetizing! Can I taste a little
bit?" mooed the Cow and started to gnaw at the
peel. The Pumpkin did not expect this and was
going to protest, but it was too late. The Cow ate
the whole Pumpkin. It did not even leave the seeds.

-Kudak Sergei, 10, Kus!anaevka, Belogorsk
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-Katya Kievskya, 10, Kiev, Ukraine

The Dandelion's Story
There were dandelions on a glade in a forest.

T~ey all were friends. But one of them grew up
aSIde from the others. It was upset about this.

Once a bee told it that more new dandelions
will appear on this glade next spring and some
friends will grow beside it for sure. The Dandelion
was very happy hearing this, but thought that
waiting for the Spring to come was too long. It
almost died from melancholy while it was sleeping
under the yellow leaves and under the snow.

When the Spring came, everything happened
as the bee said. A lot of new friends appeared
next to the Dandelion, and it told them this story.

- Marchenko Vova, 9, Arkhara, Russia

~

Three Pencils
There were three colored pencils. Their names

were: Green, Brown and Blue. They had a beauti
ful, cozy but too small box. It was too tight there
for all three pencils. Once, they went on a trip.

On the way they came to the forest and
decided to go through it. They were very happy.
Suddenly the animals around them became
troubled and scattered in different directions.
The pencils felt the smell of smoke and they
immediately understood that there was a fire in
the forest! How can they help to save the forest?

The Blue pencil started to draw the lake, and
all the animals used the water from this lake
against the fire. The fire gave in, fell back and
was put out. But all the leaves and grass in this
place had perished.

Now it was the tum of the Green pencil. It
made a present to the trees. It drew them new
leaves. It also gave new grass to the land. A little
bear had burnt its fur in the fire. The Brown
pencil came to help. The bear's new fur was
even more beautiful than before. The animals
were very grateful to the pencils for their help
and presented them with a roomy box where
all three pencils had enough space.

- Kuzmin Vania, 8, Blagoveshchensk, Russia
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-Lena Achkasova, 13, Belogorsk, Russia

A Clever Rug
There was a girl and her name was Masha.

She grew up pretty smart but sometimes did not
understand some things. Once she went to the
forest and stung herself on a nettle. "Why do you
exist in this world? There is only harm from you!"
she cried.

But the Nettle began to laugh and said, "You
may judge about the bee from its sting, but the
bee also give honey." At this moment Masha
screamed for the whole forest to hear, "How dare
you, you idler, compare yourself with a toiler, a
bee?" "You know what," said the Nettle, "better
come here in the fall, I'll teach you some sense."

Masha did not believe that the Nettle could
teach her anything, but she came. Maybe, by
some chance, the Nettle would tell her something
really important? "Okay, do it! Teach me some
sense. I will listen."

During the fall the Nettle grew old and turned
yellow. Its voice became rough. It said to the girl,
"Masha, bring the mittens." Then Masha picked
up the Nettle and tied it in a bunch. "Now," said
the Nettle, "soak me in a river and then dry me."
Masha soaked the Nettle in a river, dried it and
asked, "What else will you invent?"

"Now," said the Nettle, "break my stems, and
trample them. And then - you'll see."

Again Masha did everything that the Nettle
told her and it turned out to be a long, strong
riettle fibre. Masha fell to thinking, then she
decided, "Since there is this fibre, it's possible to
make threads of it." Masha spun the threads and
weaved a Rug of them. Then she embroidered a
young green Nettle on it.

After the job was done, Masha put this Rug
on the wall and said, "Thank you, Nettle. Thank
you for teaching me some sense. Now I know
sometimes we think that something is useless in
this world, but we are wrong. It only seems to be
useless. "
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The Winter Fairy Tale
There were sister Snowflakes, and they lived

in a cloud. Their father was Frost, Snowstorm was
their mother, and they had a wicked uncle Wind
who did not like his young nieces. Once, when
Snowstorm and Frost were not at home, the
wicked uncle broke into the cloud and made a
great mess... All the Snowflakes were striken by
panic and slipped out from the cloud. The
youngest Snowflake was scared most of all.

That night was frosty and very cold. Whirling
down fast the Snowflakes were approaching the
ground. Suddenly their mother Snowstorm caught
the Snowflakes up, carrying them as it was
twirling in a furious dance. The youngest
Snowflake was very glad as it thought that their
mother would bring them back to the cloud, but
that did not happen.

The Snowflakes continued to fall down, but
not so fast now. When the youngest Snowflake
landed on a drain-pipe beside her sisters, it realize
that it was not terrible here at all and fell asleep.

In the morning it woke up, looked down and
was horrified... People were walking and buses
were running along the streets where its sisters
lay in thick white cover. The beautiful dresses of
the Snowflakes were broken, soiled and mixed
with mud. The youngest decided not to wake up
and slep all winter until the spring came. In the
spring, the youngest Snowflake melted and slid
down through the drain-pipe. A snowdrop (a
nodding white flower)grew in the spot where it
fell to the ground.

-Mezentseva Ania, 12, Kustanaevka, Belogorsk

The Nature of Kyrghyzstan
On one and the same day in Kyrghyzstan you

can suffer from Kyrghyz heat, rejoice of the varie
ty of spring colors, get drenched to the skin in an
autumn rain and see the dazzling snow expanses.
If you climb up to the mountains you will feel all
of that. And there you will have at your feet the
bright green mountain peaks, meadows and fruit
spruce forests spread out far away below. Lake
Issyk-Kul will shimmer blue in the distance like a
mirage. There are many lakes in our republic but
the bluest and most beautiful of them is the Issyk
Kul Lake. And our high peaks: the Pobede, Lenin
and others. In short, this is Kyrghyzstan.

-Damira Bukabaere, 14, Kyzyl-Suu Lyiee, Kyrghyzstan
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Crane: The Bird of Peace
What is the native land for cranes? The answer

is very simple- the whole planet Earth is the native
land for cranes. All the frontiers between countries
established by humankind are simply non-existent
for the birds on their migratory routes.

These magnificent and gracious birds very often
are referred to as the symbol of peace and happiness.
Nevertheless, due to the unwise and irresponsible
actions of humans, half of the crane species have
been added to national lists of endangered animals.

Russia is only one of the many crane countries
along with Korea, India, China, Japan and the USA.
Seven out of 15 crane species hatch their young
here, with six of them in the Amur Region.

Representatives from the Amur Socio-Ecological
Union, the Amur Children's Library and Khinganski
Zapovednik were the initiators of ecological and
educational activities that appealed for crane protec
tion and seized the minds and hearts of children and
adults throughout the region. A children's contest,
Crane: The Bird of Peace, was also organized.

The contest covered a variety of creative works
designed to suit different categories of participants.
First, contenders were asked to find descriptions of
cranes in folktales, poetry, proverbs and so on. The
second task was to draw a crane. The third was to
prepare an address to adults: either to an individual
or to humankind in general. Older, more experienced
participants were asked to conceive a project on
environmental protection of the cranes.

The participants produced an avalanche of amaz
ing art, essays, sculptures, etc. made with imagina
tion, taste and talent. It was encouraging that not
only the children took part in the contest, but
families showed delightful cooperation.

An exhibition of crane portraits was held at the
Amur Museum of Natural History and Folk Lore.
Soon after, another collection of crane portraits,
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works by youth in Platt River, Nebraska arrived.
It was brought to the Amur Region by Kenneth
Strom, a representative of the National Audubon
Society. A third exhibition of photographs, The
Cranes of Izuji, opened with the arrival of a
delegation of the Wild Bird Society of Japan.

The contest invoked a new interest in cranes,
environmental issues and wildlife. People found
it important to share ideas with people from other
countries. Hopefully, the regional contest, Crane:
The Bird of Peace will grow into an international
event with participation of children from China,
Korea, Mongolia, Russia, the U.S., India, Japan...

-Igor Sakovitch, Blagoveshchensk, Russia

We invite children and adults from other countries
to take part in the international contest: Crane: The Bird
of Peace. We can protect the cranes only by working
together. For more information. contact: Igor

Sakovitch, Director, Environmental Education Center
"Amur-Batiushka" Kalinina 61-52, Blagoveshchesk,
675011 RUSSIA (e-mail: <darman@glas.apc.org»
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the noise was so loud that it started a stampede
and caused trouble throughout the boat. Two
nights later the laughing hyenas told jokes 'til the
wee hours of the morning. The leopard laughed so
hard his spots fell right off.

Shortly after entering the ark, the turtles started
the old shell game. I didn't think they were the
type that the The Big Guy was looking for so I
kicked them off the ark and got two new turtles.

Wes: Noah, forty days and forty nights is a
long time. What did you do for entertainment?

Noah: Well, we started with an aerobics class,
but we had to quit that because the hippos made
the boat rock back and forth, and we thought that
it was going to sink. So the hippos started a mud
wrestling match (they always won).

The jaguars and the panthers started a new
game where they rolled up a pig into a tight round
ball and shot it into a fruit basket hanging on the
wall. They called it "basketball." Everybody

"'t... loved it on the ark, but I don't think it
will ever catch on or be a hit.

Wes: It sounds like there was never a
dull moment. I bet you were sad to see all
those animals leave at the end of the 40
days and nights.

Noah: Are you kidding? I spent so
much time running to get bananas for the
monkeys, hay for the horses and carrots
for rabbits, I never got a wink of sleep.
I was just glad to get rid of all of them!

Wes: Well there you have it folks!
You can't always believe what you read!

Tune in next week when we interview
Moses. Did he really part the Red Sea, or

was it done with mirrors?
- Wesley Phillips, 11, Morgantown, West Virginia.
Elephant by Juan Balderrama, 11, Guadalajara, Mexico.

"Hello, my name is Wesley Phillips and this
is 20/20 B.C. Today I am interviewing Noah,
famous biblical character, shipbuilder and saver
of humankind.

"We all know the story of Noah, but today
Noah will tell us the untold story that is not
included in the Bible."

Wes: Well, Noah, we all know you built the
ark 'cause The Big Guy tipped you off that the
mother of all thunder boomers was coming our
way. God knows how I survived, but that's
another story. Tell us the problems you had once
behind closed doors.

Noah: First of all we had a major design flaw.
Everyone thinks that The Big Guy never makes
a mistake. Well, have you ever tried getting an
eighteen foot tall giraffe into a room with a ten
foot tall ceiling? Now that's a real pain in the
neck problem. So, I cut two holes in the ceiling
of their room and disguised their heads as trees.
The monkeys never
noticed the difference
and had great fun
swinging on them.

The next problem
turned up the very first
night. As you know, the
sign outside the ark said
no carryon luggage, but
two elephants sneaked
on board with fifty
pounds of peanuts in
their trunks. After eating
all the peanuts, they
began crushing the shells
with their feet. Well, that
was o.k. at one o'clock in the afternoon, but at
one o'clock in the morning when all was quiet,
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Hope
BUZZZZZZll. The sound shrieked through the open

doorway of my hut. I peeked outside. An enormous
machine tore through the rain forest hackin o every
tree in its path. Panicked birds flew in everydirection.

My friend, Chico Mendez warned me of these de
structive machines. He was guardian of the rain forest.

We are rubber tree tappers. Chico said that these ma
chines would destroy our harvest. Chico was murdered
because he spoke for the trees. We mourn for him.

I rushed outside. My legs pumped harder and harder.
I ran past noisy monkeys swinging on woody linana
vines. I dodged otters and capybaras as I passed the
Orinoco River. Brillantly colored macawa, toucans,
snakes and orchids were just a blur of colors. I hid
behind a large truck. There were men talking only a
few yards away. I was sure that they could hear my
heart pounding. I crept past them, silently, the way
that my father had taught me to walk in the forest.

When I reached the trees, the machine stopped. I ran
swiftly through the remains of a once beautiful forest.
All around I saw abandoned nests and dens. Meow,
meow. I heard a faint whimper. Instinctively, I stopped.
Before my feet was a dead animal. Blood was every
where. It was a margay cat. Meow, meow... The sound
became louder. My eyes scanned the moist forest floor
for the source. Nestled in a small nest
was a small, furry, margay cub.

Buzzzzzzzz. The machine roared as it started up again.
I scooped the cub into my shirt and ran home. Back at
my hut, I watched as the last bit of our beautiful forest
was stripped. I stroked the cub's soft fur, "Your name
will be Hope," I said, "Because you are hope for the
rain forest. Now people can see who are
the victims of the rain forest destruction."

Hope purred. Chico Mendez would
be proud of her name.

-Megan Janicke, 11, Richmond, Kentucky
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Ellen Swallow Richards
Are you curious about what is in your

water? Have you ever looked at it through
a microscope? As a young girl, Ellen
Swallow was curious about the plants and
animals she found in the pond on her
family's farm.

In 1842, when she was born, girls
learned only the basic subjects. Science
was considered too difficult for girls, and
not very useful. Most women were home
makers, and people thought science had
no part in their lives.

Ellen was fortunate to have parents
who believed that girls could learn anyth
ing. They taught her at home and encour
aged her to go to college. She studied
science at Vassar College for Women, and
after graduation, she wanted to go to grad
uate school. The Massachusetts Institute
of Technology accepted Ellen as a special
student. Since she was a woman, she had
to prove she was as good as the men. Ellen
surprised them, as she was an excellent stu
dent-scientist, and became the first woman
to graduate from MIT.

While living in the city, Ellen saw peo
ple suffering from pollution and unhealthy
food. Her solution was to teach women,
who were responsible for the health of
their families, about how living things were
affected by their environment. Ellen taught
that clean air, pure water and good food
are necessary for a healthy life. This
"sanitary science," as it was called, helped
women keep their homes and families safe.
Her first book, The Chemistry of Cooking
And Cleaning, is on this subject.

In 1892, Ellen founded the Science of
Ecology, the new name given to this
"sanitary science." She believed the
Science of Ecology should combine chem
istry, biology, geology, physics, mathemat
ics and climatology. Using all these scienc
es together, she explained, we can under
stand and protect our natural environment.

All her life Ellen worked hard to teach
people about their environment. Today
when we talk about saving the Earth,
we should remember to thank Ellen
Swallow Richards.

- Irma Dunninger and Ruth Ann Stump,
Haslett, Michigan



~«T:: /~ Why Such Big Eyes
'- f / '. ~'~,.;

j ,\~ Do you like to chase after and
, / J" catch things? How about trying
'fA'''''\''' ;t:) to catch a long-legged frog! Frogs

v) ",' < ~~/v'~ live near damp places. Walk along
-:~\~.. jf , a creek bank, and you might see

a frog floating in the water. Wade
into the creek and lean forward a bit to grab him.
More than likely he will leap right out of there.

Splashing along in the creek, you see him
again. Or is that a different frog? You make a fast
grab for him. He slops right out of your fingers.
Wow! Frogs have to be some of the slipperiest
creatures. You make another grab for him. Ooops!
You leaned too far that time and kersplash! You
fall into the water. But don't give up yet.

He gets away so fast. It must have something
to do with his great big eyes. Or it could have
something to do with his hearing. Our froggy
friends don't have ears like humans or most other
animals. There is a membrane behind his bulging
eyes that makes him aware of sound.

He knows you are there. He doesn't have to
tum around to see how close you are. Not like
you would if a brother or sister were chasing you.
All the frog does is look out of the sides of his
oversized eyes. One big leap and he's gone. He
cannot see as well as people can. His big eyes help
him to see movement. Then, he pulls his eyes back
into the sockets to protect them.

The frog cannot stay out in the sunlight all the
time. His body is covered with a thin film which
would dry out in the sun. Then he would die.
Since his eyes are too sensitive to the light, he
heads for the water or a damp place. This keeps
his skin from drying out, too.

The frog catches his food while he's floating
around. Sounds lazy, don't you think? That's
what he wants his "food" to think. His food is
spiders, worms, midges and little bugs. They also
live along the creek bank. The frog's sticky
tongue is fastened to the front of his mouth. He
can throw his tongue out full length and grab
stuff. He blinks to help him swallow. If he catches
a huge bug that he can't get in his mouth with
his tongue, he stuffs it in with his front legs.

Frogs float around in the slimy water in the
summer. What do they do in the winter? They find
a nice gooey place in the mud. They snuggle in
and keep warm. Then when things get nice in the
spring, they crawl out and float in the creek.

-Mildred Asp, Woodstock, Illinois. Illustration by
Sarah Kwon, T. Dooley School, Schaumburg, Illinois.

The Three Questions
Once upon a time there lived a princess (like

always). One day her father the king said that she
had to marry a man. The king chose a man for her
and the princess said to the king, "I might marry,
and I might not. "

She asked the man three questions.
"How do you bring a dragon to the palace

without killing it?" The man said, "I can do that."
He came to the palace with a toy dragon.

The princess said, "That is a toy dragon. You
have failed." So, she asked him another question.

"You can stay in the palace with me, but can
you prove that you can pick up your socks?" The
man didn't prove that he could pick up his socks.

"O.K., here's the last thing: What's so delicate
that by saying its name, it is breaking it?"

The man thought and said, "I don't know."
"O.K.," said the princess, "Then you go home.

I'm not going to marry you."
One day, while she was working in the garden,

she came upon a boa constrictor. They both began
to like each other a lot. After a while, she asked
him about those three things. He proved that he
could do them.

Because he was a reptile he could ask the
dragon to tea. And he could pick up even her
socks that fell out of the laundry basket. He could
answer the riddle because he was pretty smart.

Finally the marriage happened. They made a
deal that for a year Boa would live in the palace
and for a year, Princess would live in the forest.
They both lived happily ever after and had
strange-looking children.

And the king left in a huff. But the queen was
smart, and she actually liked the boa.

-Zoe Brill-Kowles, Gr. 2, Amherst, Massachusetts

Photo: Sayulita Robinsong with her iguana in Mexico.
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We Hear
We see the waves as they hit

against the shore,
As this great mass of water expands

across the surface of the earth.
We hear them crash,break, explode

We hear the sea on a
summer's evening still.

We hear, for it fascinates the mind,
We hear, for it calms and

puts the soul at peace.
We watch in admiration

as it so often resembles how
we wish to be:

Still and peaceful
Yet daring and powerful

As it rages upon the rocks.
Making itself heard,

Making itself known,
But remaining mysterious

to the human ear.
We hear the waves hit,
crash, break, explode,

We hear.
-Charlene Tobias, 14, South Africa

~
.~

...s::. ... 0.,
.. - ~

She Humpback
A fine mist sprays from the black sea.

A massive creature emerges out of the water,
Then falls with a splash.

She rests beneath the ocean surface,
With a young calf upon her back.
She, beautiful Humpback Whale

Seems to soar under the silky, green water
Sea gulls circle overhead.

Sail flukes splash in the distance.
-Stacey Seltzer, 11, Commerce Township, Michigan

-Noralis Hernandez, 12
Latin-American,
Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Butterfly!
There are so many Flying here.
different kinds of Flying there.
butterfly. What's the big
But there is a bi 0 secret that they share?

I:>

secret they all share... From their little
That they are shy! antennas to their
What do we do? colorful wings.
How can we be It makes you think of
friendly to these something nice to wear.
living things?
The butterflies with
the colorful wings.

Butterfly and flowers
-LinaVaisetaite, 14

Vilnuis, LITHUANIA

Flowers
Flowers are color, flowers are life
Flowers are personality
Flowers show love
Flowers show forgiveness
Flowers make love feel real
-Anthony Walls, 7th grade, Deer Park, Texas

A Note From Your Resident Spider
I am a spider, just a little spider
The spider of 65475 Main Street.
The occupants of 65475 Main Street
Freak out when they see me. .
They scream, they jump and shout,
"Get that spider!"

Why can't they leave me alone?
I won't harm them.
In fact, all I'll do

Is get rid of pesky flies and mosquitoes.
I live in a web,
Which is in a comer in the fireplace.
They never use it. -MAce
Sometimes raccoons come down,
So I scurry away for my life.
It's not an easy life.
But here I am, hanging in the fireplace.

-Schonmei Wu, Houston, Texas
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My Life As A Tree
I am a young tree. The gardener takes care of me

and my parents each day, so that we are beautiful.
One of my best friends is an animal. She has a

big fluffy tail, climbs trees really fast and is the same
size as a squirrel...OH! She is a squirrel! She brings
lots of nuts and sits on me and eats them. The
garden where I live is on the hill, so we can see far
away. Sometimes the owner invites friends and has
small parties. I like to watch the parties. Sometimes
I hear beautiful music. When I hear it, I want to
dance. But I'm a tree, so I can't. Sometimes my
friend, squirrel, dances for me.

Sometimes a woodpecker comes and makes
many holes on me. Once, bees made a hive in me.
But my gardener took it off fast. Sometimes
lightning strikes the trees, or tornados come so we
have to be very careful.

I don't like to get haircuts. The gardener cuts
my beautiful green leaves each month. I like my
wild hairstyle but my owner wants us to be
beautiful clipped trees. When kids climb on me,
I think that I will almost bend to the ground.

One of my tree friends has been made into a
pencil and writing paper. He lived in a forest.
My friend says he loves being pencil and paper
because he can travel a lot, and he can be recycled
and used again. He loves to be helpful.

My other friend is a baseball bat now. Not just
any baseball bat; he is the bat Michael Jordan uses.

Some other friends became a tree house and a
Christmas tree. The tree house says he loves it. He
likes to watch kids play. The Christmas tree says
he doesn't like his new job. He says it's boring.
He has a lot of decorations and stands on the floor.

One time a big, big snowstorm came. My
parents and I were all covered with snow, and the
wind blew like a big wave. It was so cold. I was
scared because I couldn't see anything. Every
thing was all white; I closed my eyes really tight.

Then I heard birds singing. When I opened my
eyes, my friend squirrel was eating nuts on me.

"Hello!" Squirrel said to me.
"What's going on here?" I asked.
"What do you mean? It's Spring!"
When I looked around me, there were beautiful

flowers and the sky was clear. The snow was all
gone. I was so happy, and my parents were
laughing. I laughed, too. Squirrel laughed, and
even our gardener laughed. We were so happy.

-Kokoro Miyake, 13, A. Link School, Elk Grove, Illi
nois. She came to the United States from Japan in 1992.

Move Over, Ben Franklin,
You Have Company!

A stich in time saves nine; a penny saved is a
penny earned. If you were born in America, most
of you would recognize these proverbial sayings
from Ben Franklin. But how about the following
folk sayings?

Eating rice cakes while lying down, or
When whales fight, the shrimp's back is broken.

These proverbs come from Korea, the land
from which over a million Americans claim their
heritage. Proverbs and folklore act as windows
for people from other countries to see the world
through another set of eyes.

For example, from the first Korean proverb
cited above, we learn that the Korean equivalent
of doing something easy is much like our English
phrase, That's a piece of cake. The rice cakes of
the proverb are a favorite holiday food called
dduk, a special glutinous rice with a sweet filling
on the inside.

From the second proverb, we learn that the
traditional Korean feeling about their nation is
much different from ours because of our
respective sizes. Korea, a small peninsula
(=shrimp), has often suffered at the hands of the
whales surrounding it-China, Japan and Russia.
The United States has been one of the whales of
the world and has not always seen matters from
a shrimp's eye view.

What can we learn about Korean culture from
the fact that 16 proverbs refer to tigers? There
are no wild tigers to be found on the Korean
peninsula today, but such sayings as, speak of
the tiger and he appears; keep cool even when
a tiger carries you off; and poking the nose of a
sleeping tiger, developed
when the Siberian tiger ~\ ::-:.::-
was a feared enemy in the ~" 'Z
mountains covering 75% ~/"
of Korea. Even the Korean ""G> ',4' ~Y\-:'~\ .
equivalent of Once upon a ~~Iqt/ ?//,I'\.''\' ,

,~it ',-" ',--'

time refers to a tiger: When ;/ _' '
tigers smoked long pipes. ~ ,

As new Americans from unfamiliar
cultures swell our ranks and season the American
stew pot, we will find our lives greatly enriched
by taking time to savor the particular flavor of
each unique people. Proverbs from the various
cultures can get us started on the way, and a
good start is all we need, as the Korean proverb
states: Well begun is half done!

-Jefferson Ritchie, illustrated by Kate Ritchie, 15
Louisville, Kentucky
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The largest Banyan Tree in Sri Lanka.
- Photo by Lotte Povar, Boca Raton, Florida

A Tree ... ~"~" A Story of Changes
A tree grows and grows \'\\,1 "~,/-; ,:;>,~~'~"-~~t/~' (Through a Plant's Eyes)

Just like you and I. ~,,;,' ,J-- I'm a specimen. I don't know my name,

~rt~~~~~~;~~~I~~t.' .~~~1t~ f~~~:~a~~~:,\t~~"w°t~~t r.:~~eI:,7~
Its growing time can 7 __» P', '\~"\-:_ .~ a derivative of him. I l!reatly look up to my

" .-/1" ( ,\ ~" ~

Fly by. I know. ---:>;t ,'\ >\ father, partly by choice. His body arches
In a way a tree is old, i /'\\~ beautifully over mine, and in his younger

Full of words of wisdom. '-' \';' years, he moved so freely, what this wind
In a way a tree is like a child, i,o,' - ~i and all. I have learned we are beautiful, and

Shy or sometimes wild. ' creatures come and marvel at us. We have
A tree lives and lives : r-~--" no "feet," really; we have leaves, that is all.
For such a long time. My father, he is getting old, brittle, and
A tree has knowledge to give. ;I thin. I do not know why, and the green
And just like you and I, ~": summer grasses, they lay limp, and brown.
A ~ree can laugh' and itca~~ I Why? And why must I suffer; have I not
In Its own way. I i fulfilled my responsibiltiy as Child Plant,

,\I/~ Whomever-I-May-Be?So please don't ever say Fe
A tree isn't like us. : ",,---/ f.\~ I have not noticed. myself ch~nging,

-S R . 10 S P d CAi \ .' ,. -J' "" \\.:~~ although I know the tIme I have IS scarce.
ara arglS, ,an e ro, i \ ~/<~'\~~~~, I am not afraid; for I know that I will

-Drawing by Angelica ~:'}l; "~/-<. .,~ '~~\:':" awaken to th.e swe~t sound of spring birds,
Vanasse, 13, Seekonk, ,;,J, ':\r i '!.~ \~ \ '~;:'1o.and .peace wIll ha:e come. .
Massachusetts /y -', /1 P -::' \ . '/\" ' -Adeen B. Xenakls, 11, Luthervllle, Maryland.

,', ,',;, ~ '-""\,'\:,1 \' \, "I am Greek-American. When my great-great
!. ')r'1\' \. ~ \\, \, grandfather moved to Chios, an
)", ~)) "-; / ~\. \" island in Greece, people called,'}"", .r \J (;:~,,":., \ 'C-\ him 'Xenakis'(The Stranger).

Et~'" ,,~ /' ,,:»~ - ~. A Chl·pko Song
.' ~..5"j'-,./ '<::::::::..~-==-.:----"'.l!/ '~':;:$.:s'
--==>-=-~- Don't cut, sisters, don't cut these trees.

,..~...... If the trees will be cut, our fields, homes and
Everything will be washed away.

There will be no fodder fuel and farms.
What will your children do?

Don't cut, sisters, don't cut these trees.
The springs will dry up.

There will be scarcity of water all around
Don't cut, sisters, don't cut these trees.

These trees are the only source of
Sustenance of cattle.

There will be neither the flowers with blossoms
Nor will there be greenery.

Don't cut, sisters, don't cut these trees.
You protect these trees like your children.

Your children may become hostile, but these
Trees will always serve you.

Don't cut, sisters, don't cut these trees.
- Ghanshyam Sailalani, translatedfrom Garwahli
by Sunderlal Bahuguna.This song is sung by Chipko
workers to teach villagers in India the importance of
trees, to remind the people oftheir ancient heritage
and to inspire them to plant and care for trees.
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Clouds
Rich deep blue,

Carved by a curve of white,
That floats across it.

-Matthew Callaghan, 13
Cambridge, Massachusetts

The Moon
She lets herself be seen

by all at night,
For all who pass she

makes a path of light.
She shines her face

upon the earth,
Her moonbeams laughing,

dancing with mirth.
But when the sun rises

up from the ground,
She disappears without

making a sound.
-Jenin M. Younes, 11, was born in Saudi Arabia

and now lives in Ithaca, New York. Moon drawing
by Cara Fucci, 11, Cropseyville, New York

Space
Like tiny specks in the universe, the stars shine.

Holding secrets and discoveries.
The darkness extends forever.

Falling stars race across the sky.
Like a grain of sand on a beach,

Weare small in a vast sea.
In the eyes of prehistoric man the fires of heaven

Are held in awe.
Ancient Greeks give the heavens shapes and

Names.
People and animals live in their constellations.

Always a way to understand, a search.
We are still searching.

Still trying to find our way in the cosmic sea.
-Joel Breen, 8th grader, Rockford, Michigan

~ .....•t,) ~,
.... .,..-..~

t '·'.1 MONTANA
"".!Jt' Mountains embrace the horizon.

Old people, hunched over rockers, watch the moon.
No polluting suit-and-tie folk or

-. ~. -. Traffic to congest the icy dirt roads.• t,!'.,
-o'le."'· At night I see in the glowing eyes of

Nocturnal creatures a mirror of a sky,
Ablaze with millions of constellations.

Stars-Sayulita Robinsong, 14, Lancaster, S. Carolina. -Rachel Carlson, Jakarta International School, Indonesia

....
C •• '. ,.. ,

'I "'.• if#: \

t.

How Stars got in the Sky
In the days of the ancient people there was a

beautiful land on the coast of the great waters.
The land was blessed mightily by the great sky
god. The people worked on the land and
nourished it. To show his appreciation for how
well the people were doing he sent down
beautiful glowing rocks of all shapes and sizes.

Everyday the people took more and more
time off to look at the precious rocks. The people
stopped work to obtain the rocks and make
jewelry of all sorts. Day by day the people grew
more and more greedy about the wonderful
rocks, so that they spent most of their time
gathering them. Soon the land was all dried and
withered.

The sky god was sad because the beautiful
land was gone. He soon realized it was because
of the rocks. The next day he appeared to the
people and said, "Please return the rocks
and live happily without greed."

All the people had to do was say the
magic word Sandanala and all the rocks
would have been returned to the sky god,
but the people would not return their
precious stones. Instead, they all started
throwing the stones at him to make him
leave. The sky god turned the path of each
and every stone and caused the stones to
fly into the sky and be locked there forever.
The people's punishment was that they would
never obtain those glowing stones again. To this
day the rocks are called stars and you can see
them yourself on a clear night.

-Marie Chun, 10, Hawaiian-Chinese-European,
Tacoma, Washington
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But What Does A Wombat Do? ;,Pero Que Hace Un Wombat?
What in the world is a wombat? ;,Que piJ10nes es un wombat?
Well, you can't play baseball with a wombat. Pues, no puedes jugar beisbol con un wombat.
Of course not! iClaro que no!
A wombat doesn't hang upside down in a cave. Un wombat no se cuelga de cabeza en una cueva.
I knew that! But seriously, what does a wombat do? iYo ya sabia eso! Dime, ;,que hace un wombat?
A wombat is a marsupial from Australia. It looks like Un wombat vive en Australia. Es un marsupial
a small bear, but it's not at all fierce (you'll be happy (que tiene una bolsa). Parece como un osito, pero
to know). no es feroz (senis feliz de saber)
But what does a wombat do? Pero ;,Que hace un wombat?
Well, Mama wombat has a warm pouch for her baby. Pues, la mama wombat tiene una bolsa para su
When Mama walks forward, baby looks backward. bebe. Mientras ella camina, el mira hacia atras.
But what does a wombat do? Pero ;,Quehace un wombat?
A wombat's favorite dinner is roots with bark. And La cena favorita de un wombat es un plato de
you should see those big buck teeth! If it didn't rakes con corteza de arbol. jDebes ver los dientes
keep gnawing and chewing they would grow and filosos! Si para de comer Ie creceran para siempre.
grow forever. Pero ;,Que hace un wombat?
But what does a wombat do? EI hogar de un wombat es una madriguera.
A burrow is a wombat's home. A bunch of burrows Muchas madrigueras juntas forman un pueblito de
hooked together make a warren, a wombat town. wombats.
BUT WHAT DOES A WOMBAT DO? PERO ;,QUE HACE UN WOMBAT?
Do? A wombat gets to dig in the dirt all day. And it (,Que hace? Un wombat escava la tierra todo el
doesn't even have to take a bath. dia iY nunca tiene que tomar un bano!
Wow! I wish I was a wombat! iQue fantastico! iYo deseo ser un wombat!

- Monique Kell and Katherine Greene, Ashland, Oregon

Down Under
Parrot fish and pelicans,

Stars in coral pools.
Pelicans and sea-stars,
Parrot fish in schools.

Pandanus palms and burning beach.
Surf that roars like thunder.
Pirate treasure buried deep
In coral caves down under.

Cowrie shells and sand crabs,
Diving birds and dunes,

And trickled through the wind-blown grass
Softly whispered tunes.

-Margaret Hillert, 76, Birmingham, Michigan

A wombat in its burrow

Butterfly Fish by Kris Erickson, Summer, Washington
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Momma Says
Some Mommas know absolutely everything.

Some Mommas are a little silly sometimes.
Some Mommas just plain make you wonder.

My Momma, well, my Momma says things like... If
she tells one more lie her tongue might roll up in a big
ball, and she'll have to take up drooling for a hobby.

Momma says she'll keep her seatbelt buckled so
she won't get sucked out the window and have to
run alongside the car until her toes turn blue.

Momma says she will brush her teeth at least
twice a day so they won't fall out and have the dog
laugh at her when she whistles.

Momma says she'll stop pulling the cat's tail so
she won't grow paws and whiskers and get her
own tail pulled until her meow gets quiet.

Momma says she'll brush her hair so she won't
have to look at the same hat colors every day.

Momma says she'll share more often with people
so we don't forget how to care about each other.

Momma says she'll start listening to what others
have to say because her ears might start growing
inward, and she'll have to feel all the Earth's sounds
with her fingers.

Cat-Amy Dinh, Momma says she'll clean up all her messes so she
Portland Oregon won't get an irresistible urge to join a pack of wolves.

M'th Momma says she'll stop watching too
bO Fe~~arth much TV while her eyes are still able to see

y re re real things, and then she won't go around
bumping into walls.

Momma says she'll start tying her shoes
so her fingers don't forget how to be quick.
Slow fingers can shorten your life by half.

Momma says she'll have to go to bed on
time so she won't be cranky for the rest of
her life, and everyone doesn't hide on her.

Momma says she"ll dress herself so her
friends and family won't have to do all her
stuff. Why she might turn into one of life's
huge sponges.

Momma says she'll keep her hands to
herself so they don't get a mind of their
own, and forget how to help.

Momma says she'll exercise every day
because her body can help her brain be
strong and happy, and then it's easier for
them to take care of each other.

Momma says she will love more so her
special gift for the world will shine on all
who need it, which is just about everybody.

Do you know what? No matter what
mommas say... You may just have to love

" them anyway.
-Linda Ann Bell, Avervill Park, New York

water
waves
troubling

emotions

Forgotten Secrets
sunlight

ripples
trees like

branches like
wind like

loneliness
the ability to love

shut out by
hatred rage

forgotten secrets like
shining flower-buds

waiting to open
the north wind may whisper

whisper
whisper

never forget your secrets
the north wind may whisper

all elements are one
wind

trees
water

sky
earth
and fire

never forget your secrets
- Quail Dawning-Strout, 12

Eugene, Oregon.

The Sunlight-Mysterious
The tree people sing to greet the new morning,

As the cloud spirits mingle with the horizon sky.
It is a fresh new morning on the womb

of our mother.
Bright and beginning,

The power of morning is like no other.
It makes me feel calm, strong and beautiful.

The Earth and I share this morning,
woman to woman.

-Sara E. Ballenger, Anacortes, Washington.
, '1 /.
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Riddle Nights
"It's hard being poor," she began. Her eyes ex

aggeratedly scanned the food on the table the way
Jennilee's mooching eyes always did. "Isn't the
hard-working woman always hungry? If you have a
little something ready... Beggars can't be choosers...
I'd be grateful." We laughed because Dee sounded

exactly like her.
"Do you know

what?" Dee's voice rose
as if Jennilee had just got
ten a bright idea. "I almost
forgot. Could you just siice
a piece of bread for me so

Lit I can take it home?"I We rolled over in our
seats laughing. Jennilee's
house was filled with food
bowls she had mooched
from her neighbours.

Granny shook her
right index finger at my

On Grandma's Porch in Trinidad West Indies cousin. "Dee," she said,
, "You 're too sharp for

your own good. You've got a gift, there. Be
careful with it."

"Do Uncle Winston," Rheneth shouted.
Granny shook her head, "No." She didn't like

anyone making fun of Uncle Winston's stutter.
"Do Conroy, then," Rheneth said.
Dee impersonated her brother. Anyone would

have recognized that swagger and the cocky way
Conroy behaved towards other people. Anyone,
except Conroy. "I'm not like that," he insisted.

"Don't be silly, Conroy," Dee laughed. "It is
you. "

"Can't be anybody else," Granny agreed.
Conroy shook his head; he looked very angry.

Granny told him he should learn to laugh at
himself. And if he didn't want to laugh at himself,
he'd better change some bad habits or silly behavi
our. Conroy said he didn't have any bad habits or
silly behaviour and ran out of the room crying.

Seeing Conroy in tears, we kids all burst out
laughing. Of course, Dee hadn't meant any harm.
We thought Conroy knew how he appeared to
others but, it turhed out that Conroy's strutting
and cockiness was old news to everyone but
Conroy. He sat on his bed in the middle room,
glowering and Whimpering. I stopped laughing at
him; he looked so hurt.

In Endeavour, everyone knew you inside and
out. Most of the good and unfortunately, nearly all
of the bad. But Conroy hadn't realized that yet. He

\,yhen I was a little girl in Jamaica. before I
came to the United States. I lived with my grand
mother and cousins in the little rural town of
Endeavour. My name is Audrey.

Unlike Kingston. Jamaica's capital city. Endea
vour had no electricity. no television. and no radio
(unless it was battery
operated). The country
people had to make
their own nighttime
entertainment.

At twilight, after our
homework was done,
we would sit in the dim
lamp-lit parlor. Telling
stories, singing songs,
gossipping, mimickry
and riddle-making. And
in every house in En
deavour, everyone was
doing the same thing.

. One afternoon as I
swept the ground in
front of our house, I leaned on the handle of the
twig-stick broom and watched the coffee beans
drying in the sun. They had been red the previous
day. And now they were becoming dryer and
turning brown. By the time I finished sweeping,
I knew I had a riddle for that night.

"What," I would ask, "is born red but only
goes 'to meet people when it becomes brown? It
starts out as one piece, then it becomes many
pieces, then it becomes water. What is it?" Only I
would know the answer: a "coffee-bean."

When night came, I was prepared. I waited for
my sister to finish her riddle: "Riddle me this, "
she said. "Riddle me that. Guess me this riddle
and perhaps not. 'Eyeful, Roomful, can't catch a
spoonful.' What's that?"

We thought and thought. Then Conroy
shouted: "I've got it: It's smoke."

Her riddle was good. But my riddle was better.
I waited for my tum, which would be after Dee's.

Dee's talent was mimickry. She got up and
mimicked two of our aunts. We all laughed. She
was very good.

"Do Jennilee!" my sister Rheneth shouted.
And now, Dee pretended to be Jennilee. She
hung her head way over to the left until her body
tilted. Her neck seemed to stretch to twice its le
ngth. She raised her eyebrows, lowered her eyes
and sucked in her lower lip as she thrust her hand
on her heart.
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This photo of
Carole (9) and
her sister (8) was
taken in Jamaica,
West Indies,
to send to their
mother in the
United States.
Carole writes,
"Many immi
grants have to
endure difficult
periods ofsepa
ration until their
family can be
reunited. "

Photo (p. 24) of
Josine Minor and
Peter, Guanda,
Cleveland and
Cecile in Trinidad

l\{;,

The Whole World Around
Sitting on a hill
The earth is warm
And soft to the touch
The yellow moon
Kisses the wet grass
And the laughing circles
Of the ducks
Dance above the water
With peace and magic in the air

Magical and beautiful
This land is to me
It calls to me
With a sweet song
The song of the deer
And of the ducks
And of the whole world around
The sparrow slowly ends this
Sweet melody
And I move on

I come to a meadow
Untouched by human hands
I see the deer grazing
On the fruit of this land
Their coats soft and glossy
Reflect the white moon
And now I know this is the way it
Was meant to be

The earth sings again
Starting its circle once more
And the light of the sun
Tells me I should go

- Cashina Cowan, Rockford Middle School, Michigan

didn't think there was anything about him that
could be made fun of.

"Dee, please do Audrey," Rheneth said,
giggling at me.

"Go ahead," I said.
Dee began by sighing four long loud sighs.

She put her hand under her chin and pushed it
back and forth as if she were trying to see if it
was in place. Granny and Rheneth burst out
laughing. Up until then, I never knew I was al
ways fixing my chin-actually, I was always
playing with a birthmark on my chin. And I
never knew I was a sigher.

Then Dee let her head sag and hang in front
of her and said, "Ah me!"

Then she reached for a· broom and pretended
to sweep. But instead of sweeping she leaned
on it. "Ah me!" she said. "I wish Mama would
send from America for me. I wonder what it's
like to flyaway on a jet plane. Do you think
white people are really white? Like paper?"

"That's why we never ask Audrey to
sweep," Granny said. "Takes a whole day for
her to get her mind out of the clouds.

"Oh, very funny, Granny!" I said. "I'm not
like that."

Dee put the broom up and looked out the
window. "Oh," she said, "I wish I had wings
like a bird. Then I could flyaway to America
and be at rest." Again everyone laughed.

"I moan and go on like that?" They nodded.
And in the back room, Conroy was laughing.
"I sound like Jennilee?" I asked.

"We sound like everybody at one time or
another," Granny said. "That's why we have to
be easy on people. Sometimes they grow out of
whatever it is we can't stand about them. Some
times they don't. Sometimes you can talk them
out of it, laugh them out of it. But sometimes
you've got to learn to leave them alone. After all,
no one has to change just because we think so.
Whatever you do, you have to understand, and
be kind to other people and to yourself."

She shouted to Conroy to come out. He re
turned, slightly disgruntled. Later, it turned out
that he was the only one who could guess my
riddle.

I left Jamaica a year later for the United States
where I found many things that had to be
puzzled out. Strange gestures, unknown words.
And I would not have been able to puzzle them
or America out if it weren't for those long lamp-lit
riddle nights so long ago.

- Carole Stewart McDonnell, Peekskill, New York.
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Ramadan

-Amal Al-Sibai, Jeddah, Saudia Arabia

In this month the muslims
usually have a late snack called
'suhoor' to prevent them from
feeling hunger and thirst the
next day. Consequently, even
the young ones who go to
school stay up late. The
students who have bed times
normally at 9:00 p.m. don't go
to sleep until midnight.

Even the teachers at school
feel sorry for the tired and
fasting students, and give them
less homework. The usually
hard-working parents can leave
work an hour early. This gives
the family an opportunity to
spend more time with each
other. They can sit in a big circle
telling stories, playing games, or
doing anything to keep their
minds off food.

Fasting makes the Muslims
aware of the hardships that the

poor undergo when they can't afford food to
eat, encouraging them to be more charitable.
In the neighborhoods people have garage sales
to raise money for the poor. Students at school
organize bazaars for fund raising. Everyone can
celebrate the approach of the happy month of
Ramadan.

The Long-Awaited Month:
Families are getting dressed in elegant

clothes preparing to visit their relatives, friends,
and loved ones. Crowds of people are
gathering in grocery markets, buying
ripe fruits and fresh vegetables.
Children go with their fathers to
pick out desserts and sweets.
People are looking for the
traditional licorice flavored drink.
Lights are still lit and horns are
still beeping in the late hours
of the night.

Such are the sights and sounds
coming from the excited youthful
and elderly in Syria, who are
welcoming the special month of
Ramadan. During this month the
Muslims refrain from eating and
drinking from dawn until the sun
sets. Only because they like the
challenge do the younger children
choose to fast. Preferably they
should also spend time reading
pages from Koran, the Holy Book.

The month of Ramadan is a holy
month. While fasting you find the Muslims also try
to avoid some of their bad habits. In school rude
names are not heard and mean jokes are not played.
An older brother who normally bullies the younger
ones tries to be kind. When a little girl breaks an
expensive vase, she'll think twice before blaming it
on the cat or her brother.

The month of Ramadan can also be fun. As
everyone gets quite hungry, the mothers prepare
the family's favorite foods until sunset. Then, a
wonderful feast will be spread out on the table.
Juices of various fruits and flavors are made. Warm
soups and appetizers are eaten before the main meal.
After the tasty main dish, cakes and cookies, cold
pudding or soft ice-creams are enjoyed.

Friends also get together more often. You'd
usually find at least two families dining together.
Everyone would be seated at the table with their
plates filled, their mouths watering. They are waiting
with the windows open to hear the announcement
of sunset filling the atmosphere. Then. as the sky is
painted violet, they can break their fast, which is
called ijrar.

Later on in the night, longer prayers are
performed in the mosques. Groups of people in
the neighborhood walk in the cool night -Illustrations by Maya Lalwani, Diamond Bar, California.
breeze together to the nearby mosques. Maya has Indian ancestry and spent many years in the Middle East.
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'Id al-Adha, A Religious Holiday
I come from Algeria, North Africa. My

country is Islamic. We have many religious
holidays. For example, we celebrate 'Id al
Adha. On this day all the people who can
afford it, buy sheep and sacrifice them. They
offer these sheep to the prophet Ibrahim.

Many years ago, a prophet named Ibrahim,
followed every word of Allah. One day God
wanted to test him. Ibrahim had a dream, in
which he heard a voice telling him, "I want
you to sacrifice your son." Ibrahim knew it
was Allah talking to him. He had to do God's
will. The next morning he took his son to a
mountain where Ibrahim told him what God
wanted. The son answered, "I know, Dad,
you are a prophet. You must do everything
that God tells you." That moment Ibrahim
saw a big lamb coming down from the sky.
God had saved Ibrahim's son.

Ibrahim demonstrated to his people that
only one God exists. The prophet showed
how we had to trust and have faith in Allah.
We celebrate 'Id al-Adha to remember
Ibrahim's faith in God.
-Nora Benachour, 14, ESL student, Webster, TX

~

Islam
Islam (meaning submission) is surrender

ing to the will of God or Allah. Founded
some 1400 years ago by Prophet Mohammed.
Islam teaches Muslims (followers of Islam) to
Believe in Allah; Pray five times a day, kneel
ing towards the holy city of Mecca; Share
part of their wealth with the mosque and the
poor; Fast during the month of Ramadan;
And take at least one pilgrimage to Mecca.

In Southeast Asia and the Middle East.
over a billion followers of Islam celebrate Id.
There are several Ids. marking significant
events in Islamic religious tradition- 'Id al
Fitr (after Ramadan). 'Id al Adha (feast of the
sacrifice) and 'Id al-Maw'id (nativity and
death of the Prophet Mohammed and his
flight from Mecca to Medina).

Polish Easter
Poland has many traditions because it is an old

country. Easter is a very important holiday in Poland.
The celebrations start a week before Easter on Palm
Sunday.

On Saturday evening before Palm Sunday, people
make palms. All the materials are naturaL from gardens,
forests and meadows. The whole family sits by a big
table and makes palms- big, beautiful, colorful palms.
Families make palms until late in the night. The next
day, at the noon Palm Sunday Mass. when people look
at the beautiful palms they should think about family.

In some towns. people hold a contest to see which
palm is biggest and most beautiful. Some palms are 18
20 feet tall or taller. If a palm is very tall, people carry
them sideways. After the mass in which the priest
blesses the palms, everybody with palms walks around
the church and prays.

After Holy Thursday is Good Friday. In the church.
people celebrate the anniversary of the Way of the
Cross. In Poland one of the seminarists takes a full size
cross, the same as Jesus carried and walks the same
way Jesus did, but of course he does not die.

On Holy Saturday. people go to the church
carrying baskets of food which will be eaten at
breakfast the next morning. In the baskets are: bread.
salt, pepper, water. ham. sausage. eggs and something
green like flowers, because spring is coming. The priest
blesses all this food. People also paint Easter Eggs.
That's a very old tradtion. Everyone in the family
paints the number she or he can eat. In Poland most of
the people paint their eggs like art. They are beautiful.
Here's how they make Easter Eggs:

• put boiled eggs into a bmvl afwater for JIve minutes
with a light-colored d.ve.

• paint eggs an)' color you want with a thick paintbrush.
• paint eggs with a thin paintbrush to make some z.ig-z,ags

or pictures,for example about Easter. spring or Jesus.

In every region of Poland. people color eggs differ
ently. In my region of Malopolska. people paint the
thick lines in red. People by the sea paint them black.

Finally it is Easter Sunday. After morning mass. the
whole family eats breakfast. At breakfast people eat a
lot. Beforehand. they say prayers and give a piece of
their egg to another person and wish each other Hap
py Easter. On Easter Monday. people have "Smigus
Dyngus."· On that day boys splash girls with water. It
is believed to bring good luck.

Polish people honor centuries-old traditions. These
traditions are beautifuL and I hope that they will never
be forgotten.

- Wojtek Koziol, J5. Polish-American. Chicago. Illinois
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Deforestation has left this terrain barren,
ghostly formations without topsoil.

One reason the population of song birds is
declining sharply is that some sixty million song
birds die each year by running into tall buildings!
Also as new fields and pasture lands are created by
cutting down forests, safe nesting places for song
birds disappear (as cow birds invade their nests).

A major oil spill (21 million gallons of crude oil),
one of the ten worst in history - much more than
the Exxon Valdez spill - threatened the balance
of the ecosystems in the North Sea off the coast of
Wales in late February.

The U.S. Congress is considering a Repeal of
the Salvage Rider passed last year. Millions of citi
zens have expressed their deep concerns over the
loss of Ancient Forests in the Pacific Northwest.
Some lawmakers are arguing for better stewardship
of this rapidly vanishing natural resource. You can
express your support for prot~ctin~ the ol~-growth

by writing to your representatIves m Washmgton,
DC. (See back cover photo of an Ancient Forest.)

A U.N. Forum for Indigenous People has been
proposed because over one thousand ~~tions ~f .
Indigeneous Peoples (Mohawks, Abongmes, AI~U,
Cree, Kung ... ) in the world are not represented m
the U.N. They have their own laws and cultural
standards, distinct from the nation-states (like the
U.S., Canada, or Mexico) represented in the U.N.

The white marble walls of the Taj Mahal, the
world's best known monument, built in the 16th
century, by Emperor Shahjahan, have been tar
nished by industrial air pollution and smoke. The
government of India has ordered. some 200 fact?
ries in the region to install pollutIOn control deVIces.

Celebrate Life and Nature with outdoor
activities. Highlight these dates on your calendar:
March 20: Spring Equinox
April 2: International Children's Book Day
April 8: Mahayana-Buddha's Birthday
April 14-20: National Week of the Oceans
April 22: Earth Day
April 28: Arbor Day, 'Id al-Adha
May 1: Labor Day, Mexico, May Day

May Pole Festival
May: American Wetlands Month
May 4: Youth Day, China
May 5: Cinco de Mayo Celebration, Mexico
June 17: Day of the African Child (UNICEF)
June 23: Mid-summer Festival, Scandanavia

Energy Quest is the United States's fir~t

Internet site to focus completely on educatmg
people about energy conservation, alternative
energy sources and energy safety. Students and
teachers can access games, science experiments,
resource guides and other useful tools on the
computer for energy education. Started by the
California Energy Commission, Energy Quest is
provided to schools throughout California. Visit
this Internet site at: http://www.energy.ca.gov/
energy/education/eduhome.html

Kids for Peace, a youth action group in
Beacon Hill School in Quebec, recently were
involved in collecting petitons in favor of Canada
passing Bill C-68, a new law to put some teeth
into gun control. In a few weeks, they got over
500 adults to sign and received thanks from the
Prime Minister of Canada, as well as the Minister
of Justice. The youth are also planning to tackle
the problem of acid rain, which is now coming
up once more as a threat to our environment.

- Pat Lewis, Quebec, Canada

Deforestation is a major problem in the world.
In developing countries, it is a crisis. The Aravalli
Hills of Northwestern India have suffered almost
total deforestation. Each year, the desert is
advancing 0.5 km, converting 160 sq. kms. to
sandy desert. Soil erosion, silting, lowering of water
table, sedimentation, drying up of lakes, dams and
surface water has brought draught, famine, and
floods to the region as a result. The 1200 varieties
of flora and fauna, native to the 50,000 sq. km. area
of the Aravallis, is becoming extinct. Photographer
Ravi Chopra of New Delhi, India, continues to raise
public awareness of the Aravallis through his work.
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Keiko
Keiko (prounounced

KAY -ko) is the killer whale
star in the Free Willy mo
vies. He played a whale in
danger from uncaring theme
park owners in the first mo
vie and from an oil spill in
the second. But the plot for
Keiko's real-life rescue is
perhaps more exciting.

Many children who saw the first Free Willy
movie believed he had been returned to the ocean.
But in 1993, after the movie's release, Time Maga
zine reported that Keiko was still living in a Mexico
City amusement park and was sick from being in a
tank that was too small and too warm. He was suf
fering from a number of health problems. He had an
infection on his flippers and tail flukes, was nearly
a ton underweight and had badly worn down teeth
from chewing on the sides of his concrete pool.

Concern and love for Keiko spread around the
world. Children and environmental groups began
writing letters to his owners, who were already
hunting for a new home for him. Finally, Keiko's
owners at Reina Adventura agreed to a plan pro
posed by The Earth Island Institute that would
give him a chance at a better life.

The plot for Keiko's real-life rescue last January
included a move from Mexico to the United States.
A special pool was built for him with money that
organizations, businesses and people around the
world donated.

Amazingly, just like the Free Willy movie, it is
also hoped Keiko will one day be released. If so, he
would be the first captive orca ever rehabilitated
for return to the wild. No one is really sure if it is
possible to rehabilitate Keiko, and return him to the
wild. First, he has to recover his health and learn to
fend for himself.

Marine scientists believe that Keiko would need
to be returned to his original pod or whale family in
order to survive in the wild. Orcas are born into an
extended family. They feed, travel and cavort with
members of their pod their entire lives. The first lan
guage a whale learns is that of its pod. Whales use
squeaks, whistles and shrills to communicate. Each
pod is considered to have its own dialect.

In captivity, Keiko has been taught to communi
cate with humans by learning a trainer's gestures,
signals, rewards and spoken commands. He h~s

been receiving his cues in Spanish and lately In

English, which makes him trilingual.

Orcas, as killer whales are called, rule the vast
depths of the ocean. The Haida Indians, who live
along the Northwest coast of North America, call
them Skaana meaning "supernatural chiefs of the
world beneath the sea." They have no natural
enemies in the wild, other than other orcas and
not surprisingly, humans.

Whales have been pushed close to the brink
of extinction. The world's oceans, which cover
three-fourths of the world's planet, were once
filled with whales. Modem whaling methods
nearly wiped out many species, including the
Gray whale. Twice a year they swim past the
Oregon coastline on their journey between
Alaska and Mexico. An international ban on
hunting that went into effect in 1982 has
helped to restore the number of Gray whales.

Killer whales have been captured to display
in Marine parks since 1965. A Washington state
law that forbid their capture resulted in the move
to capture whales off the coast of Iceland begin
ning in 1976. Most of the thirty-six captive orcas
alive today, including Keiko, came from there.

Keiko was captured in November 1979 when
he was about two years old. He was moved from
Iceland, to Canada, to Mexico City. And, on the
7th of January 1996, he was flown to the Oregon
Coast Aquarium in the United States. His new
pool is four times the size of the one he had in
Mexico, and the water is some 30°F cooler; more
like his home waters. As the aquarium's job is to
rehabilitate and help educate people about orcas,
Keiko no longer performs for his visitors.

-Cindy McMahen, Creswell, Oregon. She writes,
"Keiko's story gives me hope that humans can work
together to meet the many challenges facing our planet.
It is exciting to think how environmentalist, scientists,
marine park owners, people in the media, businesses,
adults and children all worked on Keiko's behalf "
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Mter studying about rainforests and defo
restation in South America, Mrs. Reder's 7th
grade Spanish class at St. John the Evangelist
School in Warrenton, Virginia, felt compelled to
challenge the policies of transnational corpora
tions that are responsible for some of the de
struction that occurs. They created a banner
to send to the Exxon Oil company (see above
photo) t~at ~hallenges the c<:mpany to stop
Its negative Impact on the rainforest:

Nuestro Futuro Esta En Tus Manos
Our Future Is In Your Hands.

For the Love of Animals
How would you like to wake up each

morning with over 1500 animals to take care
of? Well, that's what Faith Maloney, director of
Best Friends Animal Sanctuary has to do! On a
100-acre ranch in Kanab, Utah, live over 1500
animals, including cats, dogs, rabbits, sheep,
chickens, horses, goats...

Best Friends Animal Sanctuary is a home
for abused, neglected and abandoned animals.
They are one of the largest no-kill animal shel
ters in the United States. At Best Friends, ani
mals receive plenty of tender loving care, good
food and attention to their veterinary needs. In
addition, all animals are spayed and neutered to
help prevent pet overpopulation. Adoptive
homes are arranged for some of the animals as
well. For more info: Best Friends Animal Sanc
tuary, PO Box G, Kanab, UT 84741USA

-Laura Lee Benson, adult, Silver Spring, Maryland
Photo Courtesy ofBest Friends Sanctuary-
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Things We Can Do...
Jennifer James, a ten-year-old from Bedford,

Texas wrote in to share her oncerns about defo
restation and erosion. She reminds us that there
are simple things we can do to be mindful and
respectful of trees:

• Recycle paper. Use both sides of the paper
before recycling it. Reuse envelopes.

• Recycle old newspapers, magazines and
telephone books.

• Plant trees in your yard, at your school and in
your neighborhood. If you must cut down a tree,

- plant several in its place. Plant different species of
trees to preserve diversity. Appreciate the beauty
of trees. Spend time outdoors.

DaHyun Lee, a six-year-old ESL student from
Korea who studies at the T. Dooley School in
Schaumburg, Illinois, wrote in to share his
thoughts on respecting nature:

"We have to recycle paper and bottles. We
have to plant apple trees, flowers and not kill
animals. The worms are my favorite."

Earthworms are incredible friends to the environ
ment because they decompose waste matter and
provide oxygen and nutrients for the soil. Instead
of throwing away your food scraps or other organic
matter, start a compost pile for gardening:

• Pile leaves, grass clippings, manure and food
scraps (no meat or dairy products) into a wooden
bin or a space enclosed on three sides with chicken
wire. Mix it well.

• Turn the pile of compost with a rake or shovel
to aid in decomposition.

• Spread on your garden to help plants grow.
See Bookshelf (p. 31) for a review of the book Compost.

~.
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Little Brother Moose
by James Kasperson, illus
trated by Karlyn Holman
(Dawn Publications,
14618 Tyler Foote Rd.,
Nevada City, CA 95959).
Lured by the sights, smells
and sounds of civilization,
little brother moose ven-

" tures far from home and
gets lost in an small urban setting. How little broth
er moose finds his way home again, listening with
his whole being to the promptings of the earth, is
an inspiring example of nature at work.
Fernando's Gift by Douglas Keister (Sierra Club
Books for Children, 100 Bush St., 13th floor, San
Francisco, CA 94109). Fernando and his friend
Carmina look for her favorite climbing tree and
find it cut down, Fernando learns that not every
one has respect for the beautiful rain forest in Co
sta Rica that he calls home. A gentle tale that en
courages appreciation for the beauty and bounty
of the precious, delicately balanced environment
that is the rain forest. Bilingual Spanish/English.
Rainstick by Sandra Chisholm Robinson, illustrat
ed by Peter Grosshauser (Falcon Press Publishing
Co., P.O. Box 1718, Helena, MT 59624). A boy's
quest for the rain, that his village needs desperate
ly, takes him on a journey to the rain forest. Travel
with him and and solve the riddle, "A slender staff
touches the Earth and sky at the same time."
Seven Seas of Billy's Bathtub by Ray Nelson Jr.,
& Douglas Kelly (Beyond Words Publishing, 4443
NE Airport Rd., Hillsboro, OR 97124). Billy and
his great dane, Molly, don't like baths. One night
an orca whale appears in Billy's tub and takes
them on a magical cruise to the depths of the
ocean floor. A fun, creative, colorful way to learn
about the ocean and its many inhabitants.
When the World Ended, How Hummingbird
Got Fire, How People Were Made: Rumsien Oh
lone Stories (Oyate, 2702 Mathews St., Berkeley,
CA 94704). Three beautiful nature stories told in a
traditional manner. Written with care and thought
fulness to preserve native heritage for the people.
Compost: Growing Gardens From Your Gar
bage by Linda Glaser, illustrated by Anca Hariton
(The Millbrook Press, 2 Old New Milford Rd.,
Brookfield, CT 06804). Reasons for composting
are gently woven into a narrative that follows the
seasons, to create a book with a very important
message about using our resources wisely.

•
Eleonora by Na-
tascha Biebow, il
lustrated by Britta
Teckentrup (W. H.
Freeman & Co., 41 ~

Madison Ave., NY,
NY 10010). A com
passionate tale of a
wounded elephant
featuring exquisite cut-paper illustrations captur
ing the lush landscape of South Africa. Touching!
John Muir: Wilderness Prophet by Peter Ander
son (Franklin Watts, Sherman Turnpike, Danbury,
CT 06813). A biography of the great conserva
tiol1sist, John Muir, who founded the Sierra Club
and lobbied for the creation and preservation of
Yosemite National Park.
The Tree in the Ancient Forest by Carol Reed
Jones, illustrated by Christopher Canyon (Dawn
Publications). The remarkable web of plants and
animals living around a single old fir tree takes on
a life of its own in this stunningly illustrated story.
The repetitive, cumulative verse aptly portrays
the amazing ways in which the inhabitants
depend upon one another for survival.
The Distant Talking Drum by Isaac Olaleye,
illustrated by Frane Lessac (Boyds Mill Press).
The author beckons children to his small farming
village, which emcompasses home, school, the mar
ket, play activities and the rain forest. A beautiful
collection of vibrant poems and illustrations.
Everglades by Jean Craighead George, illustrated
by Wendell Minor (Harper Collins Children's
Books, 10 East 53 St., New York, NY 10022). A
remarkable story told by a Seminole Indian as he
poles his dugout canoe, filled with children, amidst
alligators, orchids and flamingoes. An interesting
history of how the Everglades came to be the
kaleidoscope of life it is and how human actions
have led some of that life to be endangered.
The Monkey and the Mango by Eknath Easwa
ran (Nilgiri Press, Box 256, Tomales, CA 94971).
Engaging stories to transport us to a different time
and place where universal spiritual truths are wov
en into the fabric of everyday life. Excellent illus
trations of serene tropical settings in Kerala, India.
Extremely Weird Frogs by Sarah Lovett (John
Muir Publications, P. O. Box 613, Santa Fe, NM
87504). An entertaining way to help instill a
greater awareness of and respect for the wonder
ful variety of life on Earth. Full-color photographs
of the rarest, most unususal frogs in the world.
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I am King Cardinal. I am furious, indignant, livid. Why do you let your young humans
hit, squish, shoot at us inhabitants of the woods-just for the fun of it? I went through

a lot of trouble to get my story to )-'ou. So, publish it and put an end to your cruelty!

Stop It! by King Cardinal

Monster lives at the edge of our forest. Many a day, she has
stormed into our woods with a big stick, intent on hitting, hurting, killing us

who live there. She'd especially go after grasshoppers, bugs, worms; or shoot
rocks at squirrels, rabbits and even birds!

One day she acted so wild, we feared for our lives. It being my turn to
be king of the forest, I called a meeting. In very little time we came up
with a delicious plan for the next time Monster appeared:

Immediately, Crow sounded a fierce alarm. Deer came
wildly running, prodding and pushing Monster with his

mighty antlers to Big Rock, holding her prisoner, while Crow
picked up the victims Monster had left in her wake. I yelled at her un-

mercifully. Grandpa Snake, dangling from a branch over her head, hissed our anger at
Monster. On detecting Grandpa Snake, Monster instinctively raised the familiar stick to bash

him. With lightning speed, however, Grandpa Snake slid onto the stick, down
Monster's arm, and tightly wrapped himself around Monster's legs. Squirrels, Chip
Monks and Mice instantly set to work to chew through Monster's shoelaces.

With her shoes stuck in the mud, screaming and barefoot, Monster turned to
escape from the forest. As we chased, pushed and nudged Monster out of our
homesite, we thought it was the last we'd seen of her.

~
., One day, however, my successor, King Grandpa Snake,
~. reported finding a basket of carrots, apples and nuts by the
. edge of the woods. Smelling Monster's scent, no one dared ~~-.,

touch the goodies. Yet, new goodies appeared daily. Since Baby
Rabbit could see no reason to refrain from nibbling on the carrots, King

Grandpa Snake hid close-by to protect her, in case Monster was setting a trap.

Gradually, one by one, we sensed that Monster wanted to be forgiven.
Eventually, she has become our playmate and trusted Friend.

Folks, you heard King Cardinal's tale. If young humans
maim life just for the fun of it, what will they be like as adults?

Treat your outdoor neighbors like you would like to be treated by a giant crossing your path.

Questions? Comments? Write to
Dear Hanna
c/o Skipping Stones
Post Office Box 3939
Eugene, Oregon 97403 USA

In Peace,

Illustrations by Elizabeth Corbett, Syracuse, New York
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GHANA, WEST AFRICA
Owusu Yeboah Emmanuel, 15
High Ring Road, P.O. Box 163
Techiman BfA, GHANA WfA
Int: music, writing letters, football

Francis K. Okyere, boy
PO. Box 128
Sunyani BfA, GHANA WfA
Int: wants pals from everywhere

Joseph Agyei, boy
cfo Mr. S.c. Agyei
P.O. Box 67
Berekum BfA, GHANA WfA
Int: friendship with ages 10-70

Isaac Okiusu Kwasi, boy
cfo Mr. Owusu Nyamekye
P.O. Box 28
Nkoranza BfA, GHANA WfA

Hayford Nana Twi, boy, 13
Sacred Heart Parish, P.O.Box 373
Sunyani BfA, GHANA WfA
Int: letters from youth around world

Ernest Apraku, boy, 17
Int: football, music, swimming
Francis Owusu Ansah, boy, 17
Int: music, hockey, football
S.D.A. Church, P.O. Box 615
Sunyani BfA, GHANA WfA

Samuel Opoku, boy, 17
Noah Asare, boy, 15
Eric Yeboah, boy, 15
John Opoku, boy, 13
All at Twene Amanfo Sec. School
P.O. Box 340
Sunyani BfA, GHANA WfA

Frank Osei, boy, 16
P.O. Box 775
Sunyani BfA, GHANA WfA

Francisca Yeb~ah, girl, 14
c/o Ose Franic, Box 387
Sunyani BfA, GHANA WfA

Emmanuel A. Barimah, boy, 15
Eric Y.Owusu, boy, 12
Emmanuel E. Korang, boy, 14
Eric B. Boakye, boy, 13
Int: reading, music, sports, bible
All at: cfo Mr. Omari Kwadwo
P.O. Box 31
Sunyani BfA, GHANA WfA

Ernest Owusu, 13 (Int: football)
Lord Barnie, 7 (Int: art)
Both at: P.O. Box 1723
Sunyani BfA, GHANA WfA

Daniel Thomas Robert, 14
c/o Mr. B.D. Amoako G.B.C.
P.O. Box 74
Sunyani BfA,GHANA WfA
Int: pen pals, ball, running, rain

Isaac Amoako, 12
Ridge Experimental School
PO Box 128
Sunyani BfA, GHANA WfA
Int: music, football

ZIMBABWE
Fadziso Nhende, girl, 13
St. David's Girls High
Private Bag. T. 7904
Mutare, ZIMBABWE, AFRICA
Int: music, reading, basketball,
cooking, writing letters

To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, please send $5. (You '[[ also get a
copy ofthe issue.) Low-income and subscribers get onefree listing,
Priority is given to pen pals ages 17 and under. ~

(,

ZIMBABWE (cont.) GERMANY USA
Tariro Makura, girl, 16 Maike SCheiuert, girl, 14 Josie Holman, girl, 12
1 Cypress Rd. SchUreukawpstr. 39 P.O. Box 179
Lochinvar, P.O. Southerton 45964 Gladbek, GERMANY 315 Gilbert Ave.
Harare, ZIMBABWE, AFRICA Int: reading, music, letter writing Glendale, Oregon 97442 USA c:83
Int: tennis, letters, friends, movies Inga Bachmann, girl, 15 Int: singing, dancing, loud music

Prinsloo Harry, girl, 10, and Werhleklstr. 04 Aiyanna Rose Wade, girl, 7
Petronella Harry, girl, 13 12687 Berlin, GERMANY 600 Kamiah Court
DEH Offices, MOHCW, P Bag 105 Int: friends, music, phone Carol Stream, Illinois 60188 USA
Zaka-Masvingo, ZIMBABWE Kati Kurzmann, girl, 15 Int: music, drawing, swims, dance
Int: friends, learning, reading, church Rcmscheider Str. 26A Krystal Alcala
Peggie Munyati, girl, II 13583 Berlin, GERMANY 5929 W. 77th Place
Int: reading, movies Int: French, English, sports, music Los Angeles, California 90045 USA
Maynard Munyati, boy, 14 Andrea Stippich, girl, 14 Andy Wells, boy, 8
Int: playing video games Pessalozzi Str. 8 Int: snowmobile, ski, South America
Both at: 3716 Old Highfield 36199 Rotenburg-F.GERMANY Peter Wells, boy, 7
Harare, ZIMBABWE, AFRICA Int: USA, WWF, Friends Int: wants pen pals from Afica
Victoria A. Napata, girl, 11 Sophie Enzenberg, girl, 13 Both at: 1051-195th Street
91 Airport Road, Box 675 Friedensstra Be 18 Dresser, Wisconsin 54009 USA
HatfIeld, Harare, ZIMBABWE . 39164 Steutz, GERMANY Melissa Cohen, girl
Int: plano, readmg, tennIs, sWlmmmg Int: USA, pets, reading, music 6713 Warren Road
Charles Chinmambo, boy, 14 Vera Eulenberg, girl, 14 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105 USA
House No. 6444 UnIt J Kripperstr. 25 Int: writing, travel, reading, homeschool
Chltungwlza, ZIMBABWE 53489 Sineig-Rhein, GERMANY Calena Miller, girl, 14
Int. soccer, rugby, SWims, TV Int: drawing, guitar, basketball P.O Box 329

INDIA Angela Fabry, girl, 16 Falls City, Oregon 97344 USA
Modmeshot 04 Int: music, volleyball, gardening, hikingArundalini S. Fating, girl, 15

Int: TV, reading, singing, penpals 99819 Marksuhl, GERMANY Antoinette Wallace, girl, 11
Kavita V. Dongarwar, girl, 15 Int: music, painting, shopping 616 Bement Avenue
Int: reading, stories, films, math Jennifer Aitken, girl, 15 Staten Island, New York 10310 USA
Varsha V. Satone, girl, 15 Bohlkamp 11 Int: soccer, swimming, pen pals all over
Int: friends, reading novels 29358 Elcklingen, GERMANY Lia Volat, girl, 9
Sneha Sudhir Joshi, girl, 15 POBox 712TatJ'ana Zosel, girl, 14 . .
Int: reading, TV, singing, friends Weilburger Strasse 19 Housatonic, Massachusetts 01236 USA
Shruti N, Deshpande, girl, 15 D-61276 Weilrod, GERMANY Int: art, piano, animals, skiing, pen pals
Int: TV, kung-fu, coins, drawing
Savita Shrawan Bagade, girl, 15 Int: riding, swimming, reading Dezeree Medwayosh, girl, 15 (Int:
Int: books, dance, singing, speeches Bianca Seer, girl, 17 volleyball, movies, music), Kelly
Rupali M. Kachar, girl, 15 Taubenweg 9 Tovar, girl, 17 (Int: music, reading,
Int: friends, singing, drawing, tv 32805 Hom-Bad Meinberg writing, fun), Joe Sagataw, boy, 15
Seema Shamrao Dhawas, girl, 14 GERMANY (Int: basketball, soccer, friends), Amy
Int: playing, reading, friends, tv Int: wrestling, parties, guitar, tv Dowd, girl, 15 (Int: volleyball, music,

~
reading, fun) Write cia Ann Koch,

Ujwala V. Dhengale, girl, 15 C.I.S. Teacher:Hannahville Indian School
Int: bird watching, photography, tv 220018 Minsk BELARUS" N14911 Hannahville B-1 Road
Vaishali Nathuji Rode, girl, 15 Odintsova St. 23-11-37 Wilson, Michigan 49896 USA
Int: drawing, friends, games, etc. ~

Natasha Borodina, girl, 14 A . at'on's help'ng k'ds findWrite them all at: neworganIZ I I I I I
c/o Lokmanya Kanya Vidhyalaya Int: history, music, dance pen pals. Send your name, address, age,
Warora 442910 Dist: Chandrapur, 220037 Minsk, BELARUS gender, religion, hobbies, etc. with an
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 4-84 Mendeleev St. SASE and $1 (if you live in the U.S.) or

Irene Kleshevskaya, girl, 13 $2 (outside U.S.) to: Pen Pals For Kids
Other Countries Int: horses, writing letters, sewing P.O. Box 120034

Thuc Trinh Tran, girl, 15 2017 Vilnius LITHUANIA San Antonio, Texas 78212 USA
Via Paradiso 2 Taikos 177-24 SWEDEN
CH-6924 Sorengo (TI), Kristina Melninkate, girl, 15 ~
SWITZERLAND . Int: music, reading, hiking ~erima KozlicH:, girl, 13
Int: soccer, pop mUSIC, languages- .. Ostravintergatan
write to her in Italian English French 4761 Vlsagmas, LITHUANIA 102703 43 Orebro, SWEDEN
Andreia Santos, girl, 15' g. Kosmoso 3~-18 . I 5 Int: reading, movies, actors ~

R A .' S R # 1-1 Lena Vozonma, gIr, 1 Anna Petersson, girl, 13ua ntOnIO ousa amos,::J I k' k t I 0

4420 Gondomar, PORTUGAL nt: coo mg, ara e, anguaees Tjader gatan 5
Int: travel, music, pen pals all over 652563 Kemerovskaya, RUSSIA 59732 Atuidaberg, SWEDEN

" Polisaevo Int: music, singing, friends, books

iJoa~gM~d~l~s~~~o~~fBeijing ~ru~sray~~0-3, 13 Minna Kariniemi, girl, 10
No.14, Nei Wu Bu Street os ya . ermenm, Ljusnarsuagen 50 B
Dongcheng, Beijing 100010 CHINA Int: sWlmmmg, TV, US pen pal 71430 Kopparberg, SWEDEN
Int: music, dance, reading A group of hIgh school gIrlS would Int: letters, music, cats, stickers

C I G bI o' I 17 lIke people from all over to wnte Linnea Markgren, girl, IIaro a e, elr , them at.
POBox 5664 . Humle v. 10
38' 15 E h SOUTH AFRICA 220037 Minsk BELARUS 86433 Matfors, SWEDEN

s owe, 30-219 Mendeleev St.
Int: mUSIC, poems, horses, volleyball, cia Sasha Kruiko Int: reading, music, new friends
wants to correspond WIth ages 14-25. wants pen pals ages 11-14
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Arbor Day Crossword

4 5

7

2

3

"Arbor Day is a special day when we think about
the importance of trees. Try to fill in this puzzle
about trees." -Donna Kelley, Baltimore, Maryland.
ACROS£;.
2. People and animals use trees for _
3. Trees provide for people and animals.
4. Trees help to hold the in place.
6. Tree roots help soil to hold _
7. Fallen leaves the soil.
8. Children in trees.
DOWN.:
1. People and animals use trees for _
3. Trees make beautiful _
5. Tree leaves add to the air.
Answers are at the bottom of this page.

Exploring Europe and
When I Grow Up ... are the themes for

our next Issue (Summer 1996).
What sort of work do you want to do? What

do you want to be? What are your dreams for
yourself? How do you plan to achieve your
dreams and goals? What's your game plan?
What's your inspiration/role model? Is "striking
it rich" one of your aims in life? Why or why not?
Send your submissions by 25 April.

Envisioning the World in 2025
The Youth Honor Awards recognize creative

writing, artistic abilities, multicultural awareness,
appreciation of the natural world, and community
service. Ten awards are given each year to student
groups and to youth, 7-16.

The theme for the Fall issue (Vol. 8, no. 4) is
Envisioning the World in the Year 2025: Dreams,
hopes, pictures, predictions, and/or visions for the
human race in the year 2025. You can be as
realistic or as creative as you choose to be.
Emphasize the human and natural aspects of the
world you hope for or would like to see. Enter by
25 June. For guidelines send a SASE to:

/.~i:
5~- ~o.'S..-»"':;/I; Youth Honor Awards
, ol,(~ Skipping Stones
. . . ] P. O. Box 3939

;' Eugene, OR 97403
I

Postcards From Mahatma Gandhi
There were many phases in Gandhi's life when he was travelling

all the time. Yet, wherever he was, he would write letters to his
friends and relatives giving them interesting tid-bits on his
adventures and encounters. Naturally, he found himself spending
a great deal of time and money in all this. Now, being a practical
person he soon found a solution to this problem-postcards.
And here are the reasons he gave:
a. It costs much less.
b. The quality of paper was thick, therefore long-lasting.
c. Everyone could see what was written on it (and Gandhi had

nothing to hide).
d. There was no hassle about finding, keeping and pasting stamps.
e. With little space, the writer could hardly afford to waste any

words and therefore had to express him/herself concisely.
No wonder a postcard served his purpose admirably.

-Tara Bhattacharya (Courtesy of GPF, New Delhi) India. Answers:]}Qwn: 1. Homes 3 Scenery 5, Oxygen
Gandhi drawing by Sweta Sedani, 9th grade, Rajkot, India. Aru2s.s: 2. Food 3. Shade 4. Soil 6. Water 7.Feed 8. Play
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• •A Guide For ~ ~

Many of us live a lifestyle so far removed from • Hold a class discussion on global trade, economic
nature that we tend to forget that we are dependent on treaties and their impact on the local culture, agriculture,
natural ecosystems. We use resources not proportional economy, ecology and global energy use. What are the
to what nature has to offer, but to how much money advantages (and disadvantages) of current trends in inter-
we can spend on them in the human marketplace. And, national trade.
as if that isn't enough, we also borrow from the future! • Students can talk to local historians or their grand-
Unfortunately, nature does not work that way. In parents, etc. to find out what used to be grown in the re-
nature, everything takes time... gion; what were the local products?; how has it changed

Our Ecological Foot Print on the Planet over the last three or four decades?; what consequences
All life forms have some impact on the ecosystem are seen as a result in the region? At the national level?

they live in, without exception. Have your students Emotional Health
work in small groups and report on ways in which Perhaps a class discussion (or, home discussion) on
(and to what extent) they personally contribute to the how children are feeling about the state of the world is in
over-use of resources. Which actions cause pollution? order. Encourage kids to open up and express their fears
How can we reduce our negative impact on the Earth? and feelings about the future. How will they feel that they

Earth Day at School have a say in what goes on in the world? We keep hope
Take a walk with your students on school grounds alive through our positive actions.

and in school facilities to determine if your school is Suggestions For Students To Take Positive Action:
an environmentally safe and healthy place to be. • Writing letters to the executives of industries, business-
Form student groups of 3 or 4 to assess your school's es and government leaders about being ecologically
performance in the following areas of ecological conSCIOUS;
stewardship. (Students could present their findings to • Educating yourself about the issues and possible solu-
the class on or about April 22, Earth Day). tions; learning about people who have made a difference
• Recycling of resources: paper, cardboard, glass, tin in the world by their individual (or collective) actions.

cans, etc. in school offices, classrooms, cafeteria ... • Improving living conditions in the community (helping
• Waste Reduction and composting of food waste (see build play grounds, gardens, maintain/build hiking

page 30 for instructions on how to compost.) trails in nearby nature areas, protect natural areas);
• Environmental Education in the curriculum • Reducing use of resources and energy to a reasonable
• Use of hazardous substances- pesticides and level; reusing and recycling;

insecticides, etc. on school grounds. • Keeping in close connection with nature in your daily
• Quality offood in the school cafeteria: Is it healthy? life (outdoor activities, planting gardens)

Does your school buy organic vegetables? • Selective shopping that chooses organic, local, healthy,
• Contamination of classrooms, libraries, labs, etc. non-exploiting, energy-efficient products over mass-

(radon, lead and other toxins) produced, factory made, energy-intensive things.
• Energy consumption in the school: hot water, space The most important contribution we can make to the

heating and insulating quality of the buildings. Some future ofhumanity on this planet seems to be: To find
students could do an energy audit of your school as pleasure and satisfaction in a low-impact lifestyle.
a science class project. • Have your students paint scenarios for the life on

• Begin a vegetable or flower garden at school. the planet in the year 2025. Send a few of these- the best
Back issues of Skipping Stones contain activities reports, essays, art- to Skipping Stones for the 1996

that can be used to get students sensitized to the natural Annual Youth Honor Awards by 25 June (see page 34 ).
world and its cycles: Where You At? (Quiz), and Six Resources:
Different Views of the Earth (Puzzle) in Vol. 2, no. 2, Clearcut The Tragedy of Industrial Forestry ed. Bill Devall
House To Respect Nature (board game) Vol. 2, no.3, (Earth Island Press and Sierra Club Books) & Earth Island
Harvest Time in Vol. 2, no. 4. Let's Help Fish (game) Journal (300 Broadway #28, San Francisco, CA 94133)
in Vol. 1, no. 3. (Order a set ofthese activitiesfor $5). Blueprint For A Green School by Jayni Chase (Scholastic

Interdependence and Global Trade Inc, 2931 E. McCarty St., Jefferson City, MO 65102)
It takes the whole world to raise a child... EarthkeeperLby Ann T. Keene (Oxford University Press

Inc., 200 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016)
Suggest to your students (children) that they make Green Teacher (Magazine) (P.O. Box 1431, Lewiston, NY

an inventory of products and appliances used on a giv- 14092 or 95 Robert St., Toronto, Ont. M5S 2K5 Canada)
en day. Where did these things come from? Where State of the World 1996, by Lester Brown (World Watch
were they manufactured? Who made these items? How Institute, 1776 Mass. Ave., Washington, DC 20036-1904)
were they transported to the place of use? What about Mary Leakey: In Search of Human Beginnings by
the energy use? What happens to people WIth lImIted In- Deborah Heiligman (W.H. Freeman and Co, New York)
comes when a commumty gets hooked on global trade? Rainforest Animals: A Clue Game (Dawn Publications, CA)
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Mystical light beams towards me
Beckoning me, awakening my inner soul

Dancing, souls intertwining with the land.
The beat is from the heart. The music from the Earth.

I am compelled to join,
To sway with the wind, to breath the sacred air.

The Earth sings its history. And we dance...
- Hannah Spangler, 14, Eugene, Oregon.

(Photo of Old Growth Forest courtesy of Oregon Natural Resources Council, Eugene, Oregon)

Skipping Stones
P. O. Box 3939
Eugene, OR 97403-0939

o Sample Copy. Please subscribe.
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